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Our invitation
a depositor of

once again to become

Id

J

niankenship & Co. have Eclipse wind
mills and outfits.

Once each week we pay for this space
for the privaloge only of inviting: you

i

LOCALETTES

J. II. Keeling has the cement
foundation completed for his
adobe residence on East Main St.
overlooking Lake Sumner. V hen
completed this will be one of the
best residences in town.

our bank.

The person who reads about us
fifty-tw- o
times a year ought to know
us at least

times better than

fifty-tw- o

if he had read of us but once.

better

he knows us

the

The

more likely he

is to like us and cur business methods..

Your account, large or small, 3 urgently solicited and respectfully invited.

The First Natio:
cf Fort Sumner, N. M.

Kemp UmiervGo.
FOR ALL KINDS OF

Building Material,

ware
Builders
rices liiii
Harry W. NAYLOR,

Local Manager.

Just received

of wire at

a ear load

Blankenahip & Co's.

since the theatre came to Canada,
was in Letter humor yesterday.
The result was that the attendance was good and everything
passed off as
well regulated
circuses pass. And the circus
deserved both the favors of the
weather man and the patronage
of the Calgary public. It is a
real circus and there is nothing-missingWith the merry sound
of the barkers, the performance
of the artists, the funny antics
of the clowns and the smell ol
the animals from the tent beyond
and you find that everything is

v

Gent's Furnishing
'

When you have piles don't fail to ure
Tae
the great pile remedy.
oily way to cure this annoying trouble
is to apply something that will a t uu
all parts affected. That is vvhatManZwi
does. It is pi:t up- in a tube with nozzle
attached. Sold hy Sunnyside Drug Go.

Dr. John R. Gaas came in lrst
Friday and while here located
the new Presbyterian church and
It will' front on
school house.
Sumner Avenue and is the first
block north of the bank. A building committee was selected w.th
D. J: McCanne rt its head. Work
will commence at once a.id will
be pushed to completion at the
earliest possible date. The build- g will be oí solid concrete.

deeds,
Hardware,

Furnitoe,

Groceries, Hay and Feed,

Farming Implimenis and Wagons,

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

Campbell's Have an
Excellent Circus.
The circus that thing cf beauty

SUNNYSIDE TIN SHOP
TANKS, GUTTERING,

WELL CASING,

FLUES

and

stove pipe

MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."
Agent for the Celebrated

"ANN ARBOR"

J. A. N0RTH1NGTON.

Gascke

ONE DAY ONLY

CAMPBELL

BROMRS

, Lights.

Prop.
;

and everlasting joy of the small
boy, and to an extent of every
person with a youthful heart, has
come and gone. The weather
man who has been somewhat
unkind to the Campbell Pres.,

CONSOLIDATED

SHOWS
Circuí, M'issum, Ms.iagsrie, Hipoodroms

CIRCUS and MELON DAY

ONE, BIG TIME
500
Finest Horses on Earth
42
Railway
Cars
Length
DouWs
42
20 World's Famous Bare Back Riders 23
40 European and American Arialists 40
30
30 Lady and Gentleman Acrobats
20
20 Happy Jc'ly Funny Clowns
17
17 Performing Elephants
Races
Hippodrsme
Double Menagerie
700
700 PEOPLE ALL TOGETHER

ECO

SPEC!1 L FF ATURE

THE MARVELOUS

REMELLO

Will pos itivn'y appear at each performance,
Turninjr a complete somiTsauSi. on a bicycle

WHILE

LEAPING

THE

GAP

One price of admir?'". n takes you a'l the way through.
Two performances daily rain or shine. Aftornoon show
2 r- - ''ii' ; night shr.v, 8 p. in. Dooi-- open one hour earlier.

BIG STREET PARADE 10:30 A. M.

Excursions on all Railroads
SPECIAL RATES.
SJCTTXTJ

W1PJ
AjPEui

WBSITCT

i.iaa

Mrs. D. Hoodenpyle has just Ro well for New York within a
from a journ on tne.r few weeks to meet ni lamer.
ivurned
Announcement is hereby give:
accompanied
Mrs. Hagerman
near Tfxio.
that the monument of fovtrig! homestead
him to Europe some months ago
3 lion McMillan will be unveilec
was with him in Milan,
d
A COOK, lady
at La Lande Cemetary on Sundaj JVANTED
any definite informa-Valle- y
Lacking
.
Fecos;
good va-esSeptember 19, 1909, at 3:00 o'- ferrad
Sumner, N. M. !ticn it is presumed the remains
Ft.
hotel,
clock p. m.
;wi!l be brought back to this
All members cf Sunuyside
country.
of
Territory
the
of
The cas3
Camp No. 68, are requested to
Jlarveil for
Ed
vs
Mexico
New
meet at katz Mercantile Co s.
of C. A. Peck at La Yosao is having an epidemic of
store at 12 o'clock noon, sharp, the killing
Lande, has been continued until typhoid fever.
to go to l a Lande,
of court at Pcrtal-- ;
Tr VJ I.' 1jivpi;u j inadeanro- A. J. Gilliam, Consul Com. the next term
es. Doubtless Harvell will be fcssonai ca;i to Yesso Mo.iday.
to bail.
The Arizona Railroad Commis admitted
work
great
Miss Berniee Womo'dorf has
sion has already done
Haer-man- , accepltd a position a; sienogra-he- r
in reducing freight rates and Dca';h of J. J.
in the oiiice of Manager
fares on the Arizona Railrads.
at Mihn.
VanHecke, of the Foit Suinner
The last legislature attempted
Development Co.
to pass such a bill in NewMexicc
J. .T. Hagerman. of Roswel', Land and
and the House did pass the bill N-- . M., died, late Mondays night
Mr. N. H. Sledge is again in
providing for a Commission, but at T.Hinn. Ttalv. Mr. Uagermau
the railroad lawyers in the Coun-- ! was for many y?ars a prominent our midst aiter a yeais aonce. .
'
eil would not have it.
capitalist of New Mexico and'
7
people
Mr. E. A. Gustafson lei t
The chances are that the
Colorado, the buider of the Colo-- 1
a stay of
Roswell
after
day
for
Peco,
of this territory will learn some
Midland and the
3 months- here.
re
ti
about
rlnv that their interests are not
I rtl
V..tll'.
ViilltJ
properly looked Biter by the t or- message from Colorado
,rei
poratlon lawyers.
announced the passing: Mrs. M. A. Rooney has b;en
days but u, ,u up
tQ wll0nl) more ti,iU1 in ii.r st
f
T.. A. McDonald of Yesso was
Afh.,r helomrs the credit for and around.
brought down here for med.cal thf develonmert of the lecos.
New Variety of iii a is.
treatment suffering w'tn a wed Vally of New Mexico and whose
if
permanently
developed case of typhoid-feve- r.
remain
name will
L. R. (Dick) Sch eh has a new
not as the discoverer, as tne man a id sirange variety ot o a i tnat
Died on the 12th of September, whose brains and indomitable wns crown on his valley ranch.
rea The beans are a bluish gray in
1909, Mrs. Robert Childs, aged! energy transformed one
.stretch of the desert into á- Cf;lor rat)ier flat arid with a
23 years, of typhoid fever.
The body was shipped to garden spot.
The vina grew
wrinkled skin.
No details of Mr. Ilagermans tQ & heignt of twenty inches and
lichigan for burial. Mrs. Childs
, ,.,o n Li.-lo- f
in i.linrrh work and Ana t h p.jiiid be obtained from Mr. Schoch s iys it bore lb poas.
will be greatly missed by her foswell. but it is known that it
None of our t xpart gardenea?
fripufU The bereaved bubband w?s suuden end ur expected. (and we have Suiiie good one3
v
.
the Hit? son, fomwr dovenor H. J. here) have been able to name
has the smypatuy oi
liad expected to leaw it so far.
Hafi-niawhole community
,

pre-la.i-

j
'

.T

,,.. i,i,
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There is nothing better we know of
for all kidney trouble tiian Pineuies.
These pills are really excellent in cases
of weak back end backache, pains in ti.e
neck oí the bladder, rheumatic pains
and kindred ailments, due to weaUeneJ,
disordered kidney's. Sold by Sunny&ice
Drutf Co.

We have just received a NEW and COMPLETE
line of LADIES and GIiTS FURNISHINGS.

WaTER

FORT SUMNER

Vui-iort-

Man-Za-

Boots and Shoes,

and
IN

relief from a cough or cold.
It gentiv want a machine for these purmoves the bowuis. heals irritation o poses you can not get oiie that
the throat and stops the cough.
It n will do as good work for the pi ici
Sold by Sunnysidi
pleasant to take.
one hundred and fifty dollars.
Drug Co.

.

HKWi

LON

Lax-tiv- e

Ñ. M.
FORT SUMNER,
DEALERS IN

9

CIRCUS
,

The performance is a very
T. J. Bart is excavating at the interesting one. There is nothinp.
foot of the gravel bar preparing in it from beginning to end that
for the erection of a residence.
is af all risky or immodest.
Perhaps the must unique
Eighty Acres of patented land,
of the circus was the
feature
milts south-eas- t
6t town lor sale
icling of the Cossacks real
C. W. FOOR.
Russian Cossack3 right from the
Caar which was very delightfu'.
The Camp Meeting of the HolThe acrobat work was fine ar.d
iness people will commence at
lots of it. It was noi
there,was
La Laude on the 13th of Septemtoo much drawn out and was pul
October
and
until
continue
ber
"on in a bunch.
There was t
11th. Reduced rates have beeii
while it lasted.
granted by the railway company. feast
The trained animals were verj
There wtre not as manj
The Albuquerque Daily Tribune car jood.
otw;es as in some circuses bu
be had at ti.e t,unnsiue Drug tu.
Five ceiitú ptr cuijy,
riding bccorr.es monotonous am
the Campbell Bros, have evidentA. A. Wells the contractor, it ly found this out.
What ridin
moving the A. B. hams woo, thero was was of the best.
iiousi irom ins old location dowi. ,i The animals and dogs wen
,nto the Y.
frell trained.
Tne menagerie
was interesting.
V. M. Wedi)ngtonfctf;SvConv
fn a sentence, the circus was
o
iiiisbioaer ar Uivurdo ííx u
ii'iost as good as advertisyii,
iort Sumner tins week. ' ind that is the besf that can be
Morning Aaid of any circus.
D. Hoodenpyle has gone to hi lgerian, Calgary; Canada, J jno 30.
tiomesieacl near iexicu.
Frank A. Manzanares rece i veo
The telephone eompany now this week a "Litt,e Yauke
haseveryimng in working ordei jrader" for use in leveling u
and the i'armlar hello is heard oi. his alfalfa farm and incident!;
all sides, wiiich is a great
for grading roads.
if you tiav
to our merchants,
any "leveling" to be none, ca'
on Frank. He is the tern'toria
agent for this macnine, wnieh 's
By taking a dose or two of Bees
one of the best made.
If yoi
prompt
you
Syrup,
wi:l
get
Cough

SUCCESSORS TO

Dry Goods,

IT'

J

there.

delivered at their broom factory
on Sumner Avenue.

A. B. HARRIS.

W!

&autá. Smx,

.

WANTED Old broom handl
H. Owens and Son will pay í
íood price for old broorn handles

MCKSON

$1 A YEAR, CASH.

10, 1909.
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A TEXAS CLERGYMAN

FORT SUMNER

REVIEW

S
FORT SUMNER

.
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A CHANCE FOR THE HAGUE.

The Hague International Court of
Arbitration is fooling away Its time
with nothing to do, when a great lot of
disputes might satisfactorily occupy
Its attention. There is the trouble be
tween Bolivia and Peru, for instance,
which certainly admits of settlement
bv arbitration. Bolivia has no sea- coast and is anxious to reach the
ocean. That country casts longing
eyes on Peru's riparian boundary, and
there are those who fear that she
seeks a pretext to go to war with that
country and seize a maritime province,
or else exact one as an Indemnity. The
attitude of Chile In this case Is
watched with solicitude, for If the latter country should lend assistance to
Bolivia Peru would probably have to
submit. The only ground for dispute
at present appears to be alleged dissatisfaction of Bolivia over the Argentine award, which was favorable to
Peru, but as this was the result of arbitration It Is too small an affair to
go to war about Bolivia would lay
herself open to severe condemnation
if she began hostilities on a trumped-u- p
cause, but considerations of this
character have not always deterred
Spanish-America- n
republics - from
seeking their own ends.

nOBZRT

u

HwsTmmwwRAYwxirm
CO.
AC ttCtuAG
OMYACr tOé

K
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SYNOPSIS.
The story opens with the shipwreck of
the steamer on which Miss Genevieve
jesllfl. an American heiress. I,ord Wln- thrope, an Englishman, and Tom Blake,
ft
brusque American, were passenaers.
The three were tossed upon an uninhabited Island and were the only ones not
drowned. Blake recovered from a drunken stupor. Blake, shunned on the boat,
because of his roughness, became a hero
as preserver of the helpless pair. The
suing for the hand of
Englishman was
Blake started to swim back
to the ship to recover what was left.
Blake returned safely. Wlnthrope wasted
his last match nn a clearette. for which
he was scored by Blake. Their first meal
was a dead fish. The trio started a ten
mile hike for higher land.
Thirst attacked them. Blake was compelled to
carry Miss Leslie on account of weariness.

CHAPTER IV. Continued.
At first his throat was so dry that
he could no more than rinse his mouth.
With the first swallow his swollen
tongue mocked him with the salt,
The tide
bitter taste of
was flowing! He rose, sputtering and
choking
and gasping , He
stared
around. There was no question that
he was on the bank of a river and
would be certain of fresh water with
the ebb tide. But could he endure the
agony
of his thirst all those hours?
The enormous- - sum- - accumulated In
He thought of bis companions.
the savings banks of the country in"Good God!" he groaned, "they're
stitutions organized for that purpose goners, anyway!"
exclusively
does not, after all, repreHe stared dully up the river at the
sent all the accumulations of the peo- thousands of waterfowl which lined Its
ple. The report from the comptroller banks. Within close view were herons
of the currency at Washington shows and black ibises, geese, pelicans, flathat the savings deposits In the na- mingoes, and a dozen other species of
tional banks, many of which encourage birds of which he did not know the
thrift by inviting persons to place names. But he sat as though In a
small amounts in their keeping, pay- stupor, and did not move even when
one of the driftwood logs on a mud-shoa- l
ing Interest thereon, amount to
opened
a few yards
Surely this is a very tidy
an enormous mouth and displayed two
sum, and added to the billions in the rows of hooked fangs. It was othersavings banks shows that the eco- wise when the noontime stillness was
nomical and saving have a very siz- broken by a violent splashing and
.
able and satisfactory financial anchor loud snortings
He
to the windward in the event of a glanced about and saw six or eight
towards,
monstrous
heads drifting
storm approaching.
'
pirn with the tide.
,'
in
Whee! a whole herd of
"What
away
Panathe
at
They are digging
hippos!" he muttered.' "That's what
ma canal and the officers report that the holes mean."
equal
now
the amount of excavation Is
was
hippopotamus
The foremost
to that made during the entire French headed directly for him. He glared
great
administration. In addition a
at the huge head with sullen resentdeal of other work has been done, ment. For all his stupor he perceived
while the sanitary conditions assured at once that the beast Intended to
land; and he sat in the' middle of Its
by the thorough advance preparations,
though they have taken much time, accustomed path. His first impulse
was to spring up and yell at the crea
have proved life savers. There are
ture. Then he remembered hearing
till 100,000,000 cubic yards of earth
that a white hunter had recently been
and rock to be removed, but Col. killed by these beasts on one of the
Goethals reiterates the declaration
South African lakes. Instead of leap
that the canal will be ready for use In ing up he sank down almost flat and
1915. There Is no doubt that the com- crawled hack around the turn in the
merce of the world Is eagerly awaiting path. Once certain that he was hidden from the beasts he rose to his
the finish.
feet and hastened back through the
Jungle.
It seems useless to preach caution
He was almost in view of the spot
about swimming, bathing and rowing where he had left Winthrope and Miss
precauIn the hot weather, yet a little
Leslie, when he stopped and stood
tion about going in the water over- hesitating.
heated or under other conditions
I can't do It," he muttered; "I can't
which invite danger would give the tell her poor girl!"
desired watery pleasure without its
the
He turned and pushed Into
Forcing a way through the
being taken at the risk of a watery thicket.
grave. It is well to remember always tangle of thorny shrubs and creepers
tbat water Is the most treacherous of until several yards from the path he
the elements, as It allures, while the began to edge towards the face of the
dangers of the others are plainly ap- Jungle, that he might peer out at his
companions unseen by them.
parent
There was more of the thicket be
fore him than he had thought, and he
A man In Wisconsin has such a pas- was still fighting his way through
it
sion for hard manual labor that to when he was brought to a stand by a
gratify It be has forsaken a lucrative peculiar cry that might have been the
law practice.
It is significant of this blest of r young lamb: "Ba ba!"
' What's that?" he croaked.
type of desire that his friends think
He stood listening, and In a moment
his mind unbalanced. Were the world
generally subject to this desire for he again heard the cry, this time more
"Blak! Blak!"
hard work, Ufe would be halcyonlc In distinctly:
There could be no mistake. It was
its contentment, and a certain gentleman, proverbial for looking after the Winthrope calling for him, and calling with a clearness of voice that
lazy contingent, would have to go out
would have been physically Impossible
of business.
half an hour since. Blake's sunken
eyes lighted with hope. He burst
Kansas City, Mo., is to have a
through the last screen of Jungle and
railroad station. It Is not many stared towards the palm under which
generations ago that Kansas City was he had left his companions. They
merely a stopping place on the trails were not there.
di
Another call from Winthrope
And stage routes that led to the great
west But both Kansas City and the rected his gaze more seaward. The
palm.
a
two
fallen
beside
were
seated
great west have been going some in
and Miss Leslie had a large round obthe meantime.
ject raised to her Hps. Winthrop was
waving to him.
Possibly In the fullness of time
"Cocoanuts!" he yelled. "Come on!"
who attempt to drive
chauffeurs
Three of the palms had been over
across railway crossings In advance or thrown by tbe hurricane, and when
a train will learn that it merely means Blake came "up he found the ground
strewn with nuts. He seized the first
mora business for the gravedigger.
he came to; but Winthrope held out
one already opened. He snatched It
New jersey Is determined not to from him and placed the hole to his
waste Its natural resources. The con Bwollen Hps. Never bad champagne
stable in a little town in the sute pun- tasted half so delicious as that cocoa-nu- t
milk. Before he could drain the
ishes hoboes by chaining them in the
last of It through the little opening
streets. The mosquitoes do the rest
Winthrope had the husks torn from
The Immigrant with but $25 In bis the ends of two other nuts, and the
spots gouged
germinal
pocket is likely to become a public convenient
open with his penknife.
charge in short order.
There are
Blake emptied the third before he
enough of that class here now.
spoke.
Even then bis voice was
"How'd you
hoarse
and strained.
to
has
be on its strike 'em?"
A slot machine
time
lest It swallow
guard all the
"I couldn't help It," explained Win
something which will not agree with thrope. "Hardly had you disappeared
when I noticed the tops of the fallen
It
palms and thought of the nuts. There
Britannia has had a rude shock. was one In the grass not 20 feet from
Her monopoly of ruling the waves Is where we lay."
"Lucky for you and for me, too, I
limited.
She doesn't rule the air guess,"
said Blake. "We were all
waves.

Blake

Pushed

Out from Among the Close Thickets.

three down for the count. But this
settles the first round In our favor.
How do you like the picnic, Miss

Jenny?"

"Miss Leslie, if you please," replied
the girl, with hauteur.
"Oh, say, Miss Jenny!" protested
Blake, genially. "We live in the same
boarding house now. Why not be
folksy? You're free to call me Tom.
Pass me another nut, Winthrope.
Thanks! By the way, what's your
front name? Saw It aboard ship

Cyril"

"Cecil," corrected Winthrope, in a
low tone.
"Cecil Lord Cecil, eh? or ts it only
the Honorable Cecil?"
"My dear sir, I have intimated before that, for reasons of er state "
"Oh, yes; you're traveling Incog., In
Sort of detectthe secret service.
ive "
"Detective!" echoed Winthrope, In
a peculiar tone.
Blake grinned. "Well, it Is rawther
a nawsty business for your honorable
ludshlp. But there's nothing like calling things by their right names."
"Right names er I don't quits
take you. I have told you distinctly
my name is Cecil Winthrope!"
See-sea!
how lovely! See-silBet they called you Sissy at
school. English chum of mine told me
your schools are corkers for nickWhat'U we make it Sis or
names.
Sissy?"
"I prefer my patronymic, Mr. Blake,"
replied Winthrope.
"All right, then; we'll make It Pat,
If that's your choice. I say, Pat, this
Juice is the stuff for wetness, but It
makes a fellow remember his grub.
Where'd you leave that fish?"
"Really, I can't just say, but It must
have been where I wrenched my

ankle."
"You cawn't Just say! And what
are we going to eat?"
"Here are the cocoanuts."
"Bright boy! go to the head of the
class! Just take some more husk off
those empty ones."
Winthrope caught up one of the
nuts, and with the aid of his knife
stripped It of Its husk. At a gesture
from Blake he laid It on the bare
ground and the American burst it
open with a blow of his heel. It was
an Immature nut, and the meat proved
to be little thicker than clotted cream.
Blake divided it into three parts, handing Miss Leslie the cleanest.
Though his companions began with
more restraint, they finished their
shares with equal gusto. Winthrope
needed no further orders to return to
his busking. One after another the
nuts were cracked and divided among
the three, until even Blake could not
another mouthful of the
swallow
luscious cream.
Toward the end Miss Leslie bad beAt Winthrope's urgcome drowsy.
ing, she now lay down for a nap,
serving
coat
as a pillow. She
Blake's
fell asleep while Winthrope was yet
arranging It for her. Blake bad
turned his back on ber and was staring
moodily at the hippopotamus
trail
when Winthrope hobbled around and

sat down on tbe palm trunk beside
blm.
say, Blake," he suggested, "I
. "I
feel deuced fagged myself. Why not
all take a nap?"
" 'And when they awoke, they were
all dead men,' " remarked Blake.
"By Jove, that sounds like a joke,"
protested the Englishman. "Don't rag
me now."
"Joke!" repeated Blake. "Why,
that's Scripture, Pat, Scripture! Anyway, you'd think it no Joke to wake
up and find yourself going down the
throat of a hippo."
"Hippo?" .
"Dozens of them over In the river.
Shouldn't wonder if they've all landed
and're tracking me down by this
time."
"But hippopotami are not carnivorous they're not at all dangerous, unless one wounds them, out in tbe water."
"That may be; but I'm not taking
They've got mouths like
chances.
,

sperm whales I saw one take a yawn.
Another thing, that bayou Is chuck full
of alligators, and a fellow down on
tbe Rand told me they're like the Central American gaviáis for keenness to
nip a swimmer."
"They will not come out on this dry
land." .
"Suppose they won't there're no
other animals In Africa but sheep,
eh?"
"What-cawe do? The captain
told me that there are both Hons and
leopards on this coast."
"Nice place for them, too, around
these trees," added Blake. "Lucky
mostly
for us, they're night-bird- s
if that Rand fellow didn't lie. He was
ought
to
guess
know."
he
Boer,
I
a
bo
"To be sure. It's a nasty fix we're
Could we not build
In for
some kind of a barricade?"
"With a penknife! Guess we'll roost
In a tree."
"But cannot leopards climb? It
seems to me that I have heard "
"How about lions?"
"They cannot; I'm sure of that."
"Then we'll chance the leopards.
Just stretch out here and nurse that
ankle of yours. I don't want to be
lugging you all year. I'm going to
hunt a likely tree."
CHAPTER V.
The

of Man.

was far adFTERNOON
vanced and Winthrope was
beginning to feel anxious
when at last Blake pushed out from
among the close thickets. As he approached he swung an unshapely club
few
of green wood, pausing every
paces to test Its weight and balance
on a bush or knob of dirt.
"By Jove!" called Winthrope; "that's
not half bad! You look as if you could
bowl over an ox."
Blake showed tbat be was flattered.
"Oh, I don't know," he responded;
"the thing's blamed unhandy. Just the

í

6peaks Out for the Benefit of

Suffer-

ing Thousands.

V0H

Rev. G. M. Gray, BaptlBt clergy- Tex., says:
man, of Whltesboro,
"Four years ago I
suffered misery with
lumbago. Every
movement was one
of pain. Doan'a Kidney Pills removed
the whole difficulty
after only a short
time. Although I do
not like to have my
name used publicly,
T mskA an excentlon
same, I guess we'll be ready for callers
In this case, so that other sufferers
"How's that?"
from kidney trouble may profit by my
"Show you later, Pat, me b'y. Now experience."
trot out some nuts. We'll feed before
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
we move camp."
Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo, N. Y.
"Miss Leslie is still sleeping."
,
"Time, then, to roust her out. Hey, MUSH HOUR ON THE 'PHONE
Miss Jenny, turn out! Time to chew."
Miss Leslie sat up and gazed around
Sweethearts Select the Time Between
In bewilderment.
Eight and Nine O'clock In
reGenevieve,"
right.
all
Miss
"It's
the Evening.
assured Winthrope. "Blake hag found
a safe place for the night, and he
The crusty man was hopping mad.
wishes lis to eat before we leave here."
he said.
"Can't get a telephone,"
"Save lugging the grub," added "Every booth In the place Is occupied
Blake. "Get busy, Pat."
and has been occupied for the last
As Winthrope caught up a nut the half hour.
I never heard so many
girl began to arrange her disordered
conversations going on at
gracehair and dress with the deft and
one time."
ful movements of a woman thoroughly
"Between eight and nine o'clock In
trained in the art of
the evening," volunteered the operaThere was admiration in Blake's deep tor, sweetly, "there are more overtime
eyes as he watched ber dainty preen- telephone
registered
conversations
ing. She was not a beautiful girl at than in any other in the 24."
present she could hardly be termed
"What is the cause of it?" snapped
pretty; yet even In her draggled, mud- the crusty man.
dy dress she retained all the subtle
"Sweethearts," said the girl. "For
charms of culture which appeal so various reasons He and She cannot
strongly to a man. Blake was sub-- , meet every evening, so on the off
dued. His feelings even carried him nights they satisfy their longing by
so far as an attempt at formal politeIt takes
talking over the telephone.
ness when they had finished their a long time to say all the things they
meal.
want to say. Under the circum"Now, M13S Leslie," he began, "it's stances other people ought to be
little more than half an hour to sun- patient"
down; so, If you please, If you're ready,
"Sweethearts! Humph!!' scoffed the
we'd best be starting."
crusty man, and he didn't look pa"Is It far?'"
tient, not one bit.
But we've got to
"Not so very.
chase through the Jungle. Are you
HIM.
CURED
CUT1CURA
sure you're quite ready?"
"Quite, thank you. But how about Eczema Came on Legs and Ankles-Coul- d
Mr. Winthrope's ankle?"
Not Wear Shoes Because
"He'll ride as far as the trees. I
squeeze
through
him,
with
can't
Of Bad Scaling and Itching.
though."
"I shall walk all the way," put In
"I have been successfully cured ot
Winthrope.
dry eczema. I was inspecting the re"No, you won't. Climb aboard," re- moval of noxious weeds from the edge
plied Blake, and catching up his club of a river and was constantly In the
he stooped for Winthrope to mount his dust from the weeds. At night I
back. As be rose with his burden cleansed my limbs but felt a prickly
Miss Leslie caught sight of his coat, sensation.
I paid no attention to it
which still lay In a roll beside the for two years but I noticed a scum
pslm trunk.
on ray legs like fish scales. I did not
"How about your coat, Mr. Blake?" attend to It until it came to be too
"Should you not put Itchy and sore and began getting two
she asked.
it on?"
running sores. My ankles were all
"No; I'm loaded now. Have to ask sore and scabby and I could not wear
you to look after it. You may need shoes.
I had to use carpet and felt
it before morning, anyway. If the slippers for weekB. I got a cake ot
dews here are like those in Central the Cutlcura Soap and some Cutlcura
liable to Ointment.
America they are
In less than ten days I
bring on malarial fever."
could put on my boots and in less than
Nothing more was said until they three weeks I was free from the conhad crossed tbe open space between founded itching. Capt. George P. Bliss,
the palms and the belt of jungle Chief of Police, Morris, Manitoba, Mar.
along the river. At other times Win- 20, 1907, and Sept. 24, 1908."
thrope and Miss Leslie might have Potter Drag Chem.
Com. Bole Propt Boston,
been Interested in the towering screw-palmfestooned to the top with HOW THEY LOVE ONE ANOTHER.
climbers, and In the huge ferns which
they could see beneath the mangroves
In the swampy ground on their left.
Now, however, they were far too concerned with the question of how they
should penetrate the dense tangle of
thorny brush and creepers
which
rose before them like a green wall.
Even Blake hesitated as he released
Winthrope and looked at Miss Leslie's
costume. Her white skirt was of
stout duck; but the flimsy material of
for rough
her waist was
usage.
"Better put the coat on unless you
want to come out on the other side In
full evening dress," he said. "There's
no use kicking, but I wish you'd happened to have on some sort of a jacket
when we got spilled."
. "Is there no path
through the thicket?" Inquired Winthrope.
"Only the hippo trail, and It don't
Ella There aren't many faces like
go our way. We've got to run our
mine.
,
own line. Here's a stick for your
Stella No; but I guess the supply
game ankle."
Will equal the demand.
Winthrope ' took the half-greebranch which Blake broke from the
Why Are We Stronger?
nearest tree and turned to assist Miss
Leslie with the coat. The garment
The
old Greeks and Romans were
was of such coarse cloth that as Win- great
admirers of health and strength;
thrope drew the collar close about her
their pictures and statuary made the
throat Miss Leslie could not forego a muscles of the men stand out like
The
little grimace of repugnance.
cords.
crease between Blake's eyes deepened,
As a matter of fact we have athand the girl hastened to utter an ex- letes and strong men men
fed on
"Not so fine strength making food such
exclamation:
planatory
as
please!
It Quaker Scotch Oats that would win
tight, Mr. Winthrope,
scratches my neck."
in any contest with tbe old Roman or
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Greek Champions.
2
It's a matter of food. The finest food
Crocodiles Along the Nile.
for making strength of bone, muscle
At the sound of the shot the whole and nerve Is fine oatmeal.
Quaker
of this bank of the river, over the ex- Scotch Oats is the best because it is
pure,
a
quarter
no
of
mile,
a
or
husks
of
stems
or
at
least
tent
black
sprang into hideous Ufe, and my com- specks. Farmers' wives are finding
that by feeding the farm hands plentipanions and I saw hundreds of crocofully on Quaker Scotch Oats they get
diles, of all sorts and Bises, rushing
best resurta in work and AKnnnmv.
madly into the Nile, whose ' waters the
If you are
to the store, buf'
shore were the regularconvenient
along the line of the
size packages; if not neír
lashed into white foam, exactly as a the store buy the' large size famil
heavy wave had broken.
pacKage.
It could be no exaggeration to say
s
that at least a thousand of these
jusi an Angel.
"My wife 1b awfully good to me."
had been disturbed at a single
"Lucky man! How does she show
shot. Strand Magazine.
Wretched Pay for Labor.
At a hearing last summer in London
on the "sweating" question, evidence
was brought forward showing that
56 women who sewed hooks and eyes
on cards earned at an average a little
over 75 cents a week. Another woman
was instanced who worked from nine
one morning until the next morning
and earned 16 cents In that time. It
would seem better to d

It?"
"She lets me spend all the money I
save by shaving myself to buy baseball tickets." Cleveland Leader.
A 8lgn of It.
"Tbe alrBhlp manufacturer over the
way must be making money."
"Why?"
"I notice be and his family are flying very high."
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Editor Fort Sumner Review:
'
There has been some changing
;M. R. FAKER, Editor and Manager. of property in La Lande receñí
J. V. Stearns, Publisher.
ly. Forty acres of land was laid
Subscription, $1 a Year, Cash. off in lots and surveyed last week
and more than half of the lots
Kates fur Advertising and Job Work are now sold.
ton triplication.
Plans have been completed to
bills due on the first' day of the month.
Address all letters to the "Keview put in a $15,000 sanitarium north- Publishing Company."
east of the buiness portion of!
REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.

--

Entered as second class mail matter our town.
Sumner, New Mexico. (Post
Work is still being done on the
Office, Sunnyside, N. M.)
college grounds and things are
beginning to look like the work
Devoted to the interests of Fort will be finished in ample time.
Sunv.ier, of Guadalupe County, and of
Mr. E. A. Ely, from Newton,
Ntw Mexi'.o.

Kans., spent two or three days
in our midst looking at our counSATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18. ty.
Mr. Ely will probably locate
here with his family.
Our
Irrigation is Ancient.
will begin
here September 18th, and we are
By H. W.Campkll.
Irrigation is as old as agricul- expecting about five hundred
thirty-tw- o
different
ture itself. It so happens that people from
states.
neagriculture grew out of the
cessities of man, and that those
Time to Remember the
who first tilled the soil did so because they lived in a country
Fair Ehifait.
that did not produce food in This County Should
Arrange
Perhaps if the huabundance.
man race had not multiplied sc to Have Adequate Showing
fast that it became necessary tc at the Resources Expositake possession of the dry areas,
tion in Albuquerque.
there would have been no agriBut
There has never been a .time
culture and no irrigation.
the cradle of civilization was a when it was more necessary for
New Mexico to make a complete
dry country.
On the plains of Mesopotamia showing of its resources to the
may yet be seen the ruins of the world at large than now. Drouth
great irrigation dams and ditches in some of our less favored disthat were constructed thousands tricts have caused reports of sufof years before Greece was col- fering and loss to go out to the
zountry which have been greatly
onized.
There is a school of critics that ssaggerated and which have
takes especial delight in referr- done us a great deal of injury-I- t
ing to this fact of the antiquity
is up to every district in the
of irrigation and pointing out territory to take active and vigothat irrigation is therefore a re- rous steps to overcome this serturn to the primitive conditions, ies of false impressions which
of farm life. This is a gross in have gone out, for to allow them
just.ce to irrigation. The infer- to stand will not only work serience is also that the irrigationist s ously against the statehood cause
of today are merely taking u. ,n congress during tne coming
winter, but will just as seriously
that which was abandoned by
But the irrigation oi retard the development of the
today is different from the irri- - territory.
:i.4.
There is no better way to prove
from day. The modern irriga-t'oni- to the world that we are not the
ret only carries water to suffering community we have
1; e soil but applies it intelagent have been reported to be than by
ly. He not only gets the water making a great showing at the
but he savea the water. He uses Resources Exposition to be .hald
the water to moisten the soil and in Albuquerque, October 1116
he uses it to put his land in gcrr: in connecnon with the annual
Territorial Fair. President Taft
condition for cultivation.
Of course all the principles oí will be there during the fair. So
irrigation existed in the days of will reverá! members of his cabi- the Babylonian and Egyptian net and newspaser men from all
kingdoms, just as the principles parts of the country, who will
We
of farming existed then; but the travel with the President.
the modern irrigationist has de- should show these men what we
veloped the science until it is have. They will tell the country
something not dreamed of by the about it and the result will be
advertizing of the kind we need
ancients.
and of untold value.
This county should take steps
An Appreciated Present.
The Valley News is very thank- right now to get in line with
ful to the Fort Sumner Commer- other counties and make a
cial Club for the basket full oJ showing which will prove our
cantaloupes which we received worth.
Tuesday morning on the east
The Dairy Industry.
The cantaloupes
bound flyer.
were raised under the diich at
with the
that place and were of a large In correspondence
size with a taste one will always Secretary oí the Commercial Club
regarding the possibility oí
remember when once tasted.
The Fort Sumner Commercial developing the dairy industry
Club is the life of the town when here and establishing a creamery
they get busy and advertise their Prof.H.H. Simpson of the
town with the products grown in School of Agriculture makes the
their vicinity, Taiban Valley following comment:
"Most of the butter used in the
News.
Territory at the present time is
being shipped in from Kansas.
Sale 120 acres of patented
Por
land, within 5 miles of F'irt
Sumner; living water; a choice very queer that no creameries of
place for a dairy ranch; cheap any size have been started here
for cash.
as no place offers better induceC. W. Foor.
ments for the dairy industry than
New Mexico. I am very glad to
see that .the people of Fort SumThe Sania Fe
ner are taking the initiative in
this as this will possibly be the
New Mexican
starter of a great industry for
The oldest dialy in the South- New Mexico."
west. $1.75 per quarter year.
This is simply another instance
of the many opportunities there
District Court will convene at are for the people of this comSanta Rosa op October 3rd, Judge munity to carve a name for Fort
Alford W. Cooley presiding, C. Sumner in the history of New
P. Downs, Clerk, and E. R, Mexico. What helps your town
Wright, District "Attorney.
helps you. The vast fanning district that surrounds this town
ManZan
Pile Remedy must be made to produce the
UOJVe WHEM OTHER FAIL
For sale by the Sunnyside prug ,C maximum in dollars and centa.
camp-meeti-
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Easy Monthly
Payments
home.

AfcAA

IT

V

V

Mm
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PRICES
Inside

Iots--$1QO,-

Fractional Paper Currency, Nickles and Cents
Notes of other
National Banks
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
7,541 05
Specie
Legal-tendnotes 320 Oil
Redemption fund with
U. S. Treasurer (5
per cent of circulation)

outstanding
7,000 00
16,407 56

Corners-4125,0- 0

TERMS
$10,00 cash and the balance in 13
monthly payments.

j

240 00

Total

U

77,484 8
;&9b3

.

98 04

.

01

7ÍU3,5S3

above-nam-

bank, do snlemniv swear that
658 50 the above statement is tru .to the best
of my knowledge and belief,
68 5o signed
C. C. Henky, Cashier.

...

.7,861 05

.

. . .

580

Territory of New Mexico )
) ss:
County of Guadalupe
I, C. C. Hevry. Cash'er of the

20,631 93

.

6,250 00

Total

'

.

'1,791 8

...........

Banks
Individual deposits
subject to check
Ii37 96
Time Certificates of
Deposit
r,
6,250 00
2Ju 00 Cashier's Checks

.

$25,000 08

outstanding ......
other National

Due to

$53,205 01

....

00

LIABILJTtiüw
iCspital stock paid in . .
Undivided profits, less
Expenses and Taxes
,
paid
National Bank notes

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of Fort Suir.ner, in the Territory of New Mexico, at the
close of business Sept. 1st, 190S
RESOURCES.
Loans ant! Discounts
Overdrafts, secured
and unsecured
U. S. Bonds to secure
circulation
Premium on U. S. Bonds .
Banking house, furniture
and fixtures
Due from National Banks
(not reserve agents) .
Due from approved
reserve agents
Checks and other
cash items

Fins building sites, overlooking Lake
Sumner, near Mr. Fred Williamson's
Big double lots, 50 x 140 feet. AH
Kavp a nxrAen
r! or life Ymi ran
iiIfii
tvafii
MU MM
IF
y
ItVUI
UbVl lltVI

8817.

REPORT OF TUB CONDITION OF
'1 HE

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 10th day of Sept., 19Ü9.
Henry Reinhardt,
Soal
Notary Public.

Correct Attest:
Manuel Abreb,

.

W. R. Lovelace,

312 50

.

$llS,5b3

01

Fred Williamson.

'

Directors.

By the time you have them paid for

they will be worth $200,00 or more.
Save a little each month. There is no
better investment on the face of ihe earth
than the earth itself.

IMPROVEMENTS
The company will set cut trees in front
of every lot you purchasc-th- is
at no
expense to you.

mmr

It will only be a short time until all the
choice lots are taken.

DO IT NOW

V

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Praised by Press and Pulpit

LOTS-LOTS-LO- TS

'LCVanHecke.

J. 0. Welborn.

ñ

No Piano has ever been more enthusiastically endorsed.
- Easy, Responsive
Action, and above
The Artistic Case,
aii Iheevep, sweet, rL'hTone, captivates performer and
,
.
teaer. The united verdict is that
.'.
.'.

st

It is now practically assured grounds at five o'clock, will later
that President Taft will reach.be entertainod at dinner, ana
Albuquerque at noon, four hours wiil then be asked to attend a
earlier then the official schedule, reception in his honor at the
t
a meeting between Govern-- 1 mercial Club, to which the people
Com-A-

or Curry, Delegate Andrews,
members of the Republican
territorial committee and officers
the fair association and the
Albuquerque Commercial Club,
plans for the reception of the
President were practically com- A special train will be
run from the Grand Canyon
where the President will be on
to
the 14th, right through
Albuquerque, bringing the Pres- at
ident's party .to Albuquerque
noon or shortly after.
As now arranged the President
will be invited to go direct from
ma vrain to me xair grounu
where he will rpmain :or a short
time. He wi 1 be asked to add ress
the people at the Alvarado Hotel

will be invited,
This plan will give the people
of New Mexico who attend tin-ofair an oppertunity net only tc
hear the President
but to
a grtat many of Uiem to meei
him. It will aiso give the
sp-a-

Pres-plete-

ident a chance to make ont
estimate of his own of the
citizenship of New Mexico.
Walter Giles of Clayton bought
fi'm Carlos Casaus one hundred
.
.
i.
i
1.11
per
steers
uoi.ars
ior sixteen
head.

'

Gug Lyle8f one of our old time
cowmen
this Wek Md and
delivered to C. H. Hart of Por

serSt

FORT SUMNER, N. M.

LOwizf.r.D

T IN

3$.

City water,
Telphone system,
lake Lake Sumner.
A re
Irrigated streets and gardens.
An enthusiastic commercial club,
600 boosting citizens,
Town well, in depot addition,
A union church being built.
Three school teachers for 1909-1Electric light plant almost completed,
A new $10.000 depot,
'
One docti r, two lawyers,
Five mercantile stores, one drug store.
One bank, one bakery, three restaurants
Six hotels, excellently equipped.
One newspaper Fort Sumner Keview,
A feed store and a coal yard.
Good corral, cement block factory,
One plumber, a tin shop, one coboicr,
A second hand store, few saloons,
Insurance agents, tJ. S. Commisoicuer,

Lumber yard, carpenters,
Masons, bricklayers.
Two bif, wuvl houses,

!!

Mrs. Tifien M. í.lak'T, 244 O rand Arc, Aurora, III , ars: l can not flná wools In tti
to exprek my appreciation to you for having sold me such a beajrtiitil iu
mulita-j1
erer saw, and tte tone U implr
iv UK- Ihink it i thu nm-t- t beautiful ca-- ;
be
runj. 1
lo tfve ou any tettLmmiil, a I think tüe Lombard filiould taku tU
lead."
Rev. Gen. DottMe.'.ay, Pre. Corpus Cbrinti CttllcffR, Gairsbtirjr, 111,, RSyi "Wt are net us'
u nrK ..i toryus L hrio'.i. and i l A a ple4ture to recommend It.
' mhai 'l 'in ou' t níu-cil be
it
tlli i dm p. wtt, rttt Une'
m a brautnul iustruiiu-ti- i
9
I
raMcN'iinty
Sclraer,
C'nunir udpendent,
Tenn.. say: Tlte
J, V. IMirviancie,
món t I.niutMrd 1'iitnoJ lil is uiif ui mi suiit;'(Mtic
uta, ll is uit cnl y ll rare beamy in
,
full, rich aud Hweet. Tuar tirm has provea to b
outward tiuiíi, bul ll)M"i:
wtta me,"
, piornal ai.tt iWiable .n Its dfiaini(:'
.1
ParkcrbnriT, Pa., mti! 'I munt say thai tfie Limtorsl
rmmt Pnxm. Flit if Pr
-- ..d uci euit lo atautlitU
lirm. We are mow than Mlis&eá."
íent nit; itt M lrj.iiiiiu!
D. C, eat.:
Tí. S. Kii.ifm, Preiideit federal Charter Or.. Washlaptrni,
now retlK
many mimical artínis uf Wsbinr
e tria oí 'ne Timh 'i'l
ifter a care V. a id ctmiífrlu-n-- i
oí prlt. t or luake. tvery oue wlio hs tried tbla
i.., :li:rt it uiml stoiul to u o, vi.'.;'-riU,
.usiruiutuit it eiitltutiiutit; in iU praise.'

atromeut.

gd

nt

of enthuslasJc
These are iampirs of hunrlre
m
n every mail.

Ati

Buy a Pjftno

Do

J:Ji?uj.ye

letters

!yescJgacd the Lombard.'

Wc send the Lombard Piano to any reliable party on 10 daya free trial.
Cretfit will be
It mi y be paid f t by easy monthly or quarterly rtaymci'ta.
yi ved to suit any hoaest ctulotner. A uiscoaat allowi-- for all

cb

GALE.SBURG PI.vNO CO.,
MANUFACTURERS.

GALE.SBUR.O.

ILL

See t:ie editor of this paper for further information about the
Lombard Piano, end a specicl opportunity to got on almost FREE,
lome one will get the bargain of his life.

Is in the Pecos Valley, on the new cut-of- f
of the A. T. & S. P.
Ry. that is to made a part of the through transcontinental route,
it is supported by lo,(X)0 acres of irrigated fruit and alfalfa land,
an enormous expanse of Campbell System Farming land, a well
developed sheep industry anda cümate that will eventually be its

greatest asset.
Fort Sumner Has

fíanos are the
THE WORLD
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or Mexico College

Fert Sumner Needs
Furniture store with

CF AGfílCULTURE

Hardware store, laundry, livery stable
Watchmaker, bottling works, nursery.
Creamery, veterinary surgeon, florist,
Brick factory, milliner and dressmaker
Fruit and confectionery with newsstand
Painter & paper hanger, harness maker
Moving picture show, cement contractor
Building contractor. Abstract office.
Brick, lime and cement, cigar factory,
Jeweler and optician, a dentist,
Ice plant, well driller, farmers,
Farmt rs, farmers and still more farmers
e,
brainy, hustAnd all the
ling, boosting young men of the Epst,
North or South who have breadth t f
minJ enough to see into the future,
good judgement enough to recoginize
an opportunity and courr,e enough
to grasp it. Fort Sumner's citizens
today are the best the country affords
and she wants more of the same kind.

AND MECHANIC ARTS
"To
H

AO

promote Libera! and
Practical Education "

LEY MALL

Administration Building

PfüJei lf

eounes

MORRILL ACT OF i &63)
fe A culture and EaúeeMfc tü

Household Economics (foigirltj. The depanmert occapic an entire floor,
nine rootru, in one ok the new bintdniM.
ThfttMinicrf this depMtmrn! iticlude Will rtiinpod rwing roorat, Wúkñtv Wxatory. Vitrh.
oimag roam, office, natation and rest
borne for youae womeailurleotEuntkt

Stenoeraphjr

rnoow.

Mcr

ic

HrJl (the jtV dcwfcxv
ttoidi a deiigliut
of Woatro buJ a Matroa.

itMureof a Dean

nd Spanish Stenography,

'i'hera n alvvayi a detaaoJ
(or food ateoographen, especially thoie who can write Spanish Shorthand.
Buaineaa.
College aad aecondarj counes deaigaed prepare lor batiaets life
atore, bank or office.
General Science. A
college coorar.
Preparatory. A four-yecourts equal to that of tba beat tkj high acitoola.
Special clane of lowar (nade for tfudeaU over dent.
The best pUec for he rforlea w4h axist work hri wiit
rtgl eofleo, Owiu é part f
tha coIK--h paid $4.395.03 for iideat Kboi. 12
hitfenTa aaiwM 9 ot part 4 Mvir errro.
fhs bo librair in nV TetaWir,
The coUe hat ctewa buiMtogv kAmAH nqoipped
facutly of
iaatnicton, battaa'oa ol caJea, cboap aad aotnfoftable bnag aetxanKkumi,
l
Writ for Catalom
Addraaa UtaPntuiaat
m
i
W. ÍÜ GARRISON

l
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PRESIDENT
TAFT WILL BE AT
THE PUEBLO STATE FAIR.

WHAT IS PAINTf

STORY OF AWFUL

Physicians Recommend Castoria

The paint on a house is the extreme
President Taft and party is coming outside of the house. , The wood i
OF
to the State Fair at Pueblo on Wed simply a structural under layer. That
nesday, Sept. 22. He will see the is as it should be. Unprotected wood
well
not
will
largest display of fruit he ever saw in
withstand weather. But
ASTORIA hag met with pronounced favor on the
of physicians, pharmahis life; be will see the 'argest and paint made of pure white lead and
ceutical
best display of horses, cattle, sheep, linseed oil is an invulnerable armor
societies
and
medical
by physicians with,
authorities.
is
used
and hogs ever exhibited in a western against sun and rain, beat and cold PRIESTS BRING HORRIFYING DE
results most gratifying. The extended use of Castoria is unquestionably the,
state; he will meet the finest people Such paint protects and preserves,
TAILS OF DEATH AND DESTRUC
(providing you are there, dear reader) fortifying the perishable wood with a
TION IN FLOOD.
result of three facts:
on earth and be will know what real
is harmless
The indisputable evidence
i
casing.
western hospitality means, tor he will completethemetallic
outside
And
of
house
is
assimithe
the
soond That
not only allays stomach pains and quiets the nerves,
mix with the people out in the open,
The Colorado State Fair r.anagement looks of the bouse. A
lates the food : Thnt
is
agreeable and perfect substitute for Castor OiL
ARE DEAD
desires you to attend the fair this ed building may be greatly depre OVER
year, because it promises to be by tar elated by lack of painting or by poor
safe.
does
absolutely
is
contain any Opium, Morphine, or other narcotio
not
given
ever
the best in fvery resDect
painting.
It bag cost the citizens of Pueblo
National Lead Company have made
Í3
does
end
not
stupefy.
unlike
Soothing Syrups, Bateman's Drops, Godfrey's
nearly half a million dollars to estab it possible for every building owner NOT A STONE WAS LEFT UPON A
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Cordial,
is
a Medical Journal to say. Our duty, howone everybody is cordially invited to
They do
paint before applying.
STOOD.
attend. Then, too. President Taft is lead
ever, is to expose danger and record the means of advancing health. The day
coming here especially to see you, to this by putting upon every package
talk to you and get acquainted witn of their white lead their Dutch Boy
for
poisoning innocent children through greed or ignorance ought to end. To
making
Painter trademark.
That trademark
the people of a state that is
Monterey, Mex. A number of vil
the dry plains a mighty tunning dis- Is a complete guarantee.
knowledge, Castoria is remedy which produces composure and health,
our
lag priests, after making Journeys
trict.
over miles of devastated country, ar
SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS.
Pueblo extends a cordial invitation
regulating
and our readers are entitled to
system not by stupefying
rived here bringing the first news ot
to everybody, and the things to be
the destruction wrought
by recent
seen at the State Fair will more than
Ü&rmation.
the
repay you for all the time and money
floods In the outlying districts. Their
spent in the visit. If you have anystories
indicate that the havoc
thing that you think other people
more widespread than at first be
would like to see, hring or send it to
.
lieved.
the fair. Ihere is a prise for almost
The priest of Arramberi informed
everything under the sun. At night
Dr. B. Halstead Scott, ol Chicago, Ills., ears: "I have prescribed your
Archbishop
Leñares that Arramberi
there will be plenty of outdcor amusewas destroyed and that his people are
Castoria often tor Infanta during my practice, and find It very satisfactory .""
ments, and on Wednesday night the
wandering over the country In search
Dr. William Belmont, of Cleveland, Ohio, says: "Your Castoria stands
Sun Worshipers will make a parade
turn
of their order which will eclipse anyof food. The destruction of the roads
'first In Its class. In my thirty years of practice I can say I never hav
thing ever seen, consisting of an elechas made It impossible to send in sup
found anything that so filled the place."
trical display unequaled. Something
plies.
Dr. J. H. Taft, of Brooklyn, N. Y., says: "I have used your Castoria and.
al
doing every minu.e. , Railroads
story
brought
The
by
in
priest
the
found it an excellent remedy in my household and private practice for
make very low rates.
of
Is
La
town
Ascension
that
this
and
- many years. The formula Is excellent"
It Is expwted to have the Golden
Its population of 2,000 have entirely
Flyer, the Glenn Curtis Hying maIS5
Dr. R. J. Hamlen, of Detroit, Mich., says: "I prescribe your Castoriav
ALCOHOL 3 PER ítv
disappeared.
He does not know where
chine here, operated by Willard, the
extensively, as I have never found anything to equal it for children's
ANígelablePreparalionlbrAs-;
man who is startlins the easterners.
the people are.
troubles. I am aware that there are imitations in the field, but I always,
of
Watch for later announcements
auuiiaung
"Not a stone was left upon a stone
Gimlet Fibbs claims to have caught
air-cu- t
e
see that my patients get Fletcher's."
this wonderful
the priest said,
a catfish weighing 50 pounds down In La Ascension,"
ting machín,).
Dr.Wm. J MoCrann. of Omaha, Neb., says: "As the father of thirteen
Where there were once rich farms
in the creek, does he? Well, It's safe
children I certainly know something about your great medicine, and aside-froto say he's lying to the extent of about there is now nothing but water."
my own family experience I have in my years of practice found Cas
Another priest from Allende says
40 pounds.
DENVER DIRECTORY
Hammer Not if he hears you say it. that place also has disappeared with
Promotes DigesKonOwifiJl toria a popular and efficient remedy in almost every home."
'ES?!
large loss of life and that the fields
Dr. J. B. Clausen, of Philadelphia; Pa,, says: "The name that your Casness aim ittst.Loniains smut
Mottoes of a Queen.
have been converted into lakes. The
toria has made for Itself in the tens of thousands of homes blessed by the
Opiuni.Morphine nor Mineral
Her majesty, the queen of Portugal
priests were more than a week mak
presence of children, scarcely needs to be supplemented by the endorseWOT NARCOTIC.
pins her faith, it is said, to the follow ing their way into Monterey. Aid Is
ment of the medical profession, but I, for one, most heartily endorse it and
ing
mottoes:
urgently
outlying
disneeded in these
believe it an excellent remedy."
nvtfMIkSMllmmn
Por a whort time only
Keep out of doors all you can. tricts, particularly as the authorities
!l1cj;
we offer inu
Dr. R. M. Ward, of Kansas City, Mo., says: "Physicians generally do not
horn.
steel
u?e Breathe outdoor air, live in it, revel are busy with Monterey and Its TO
d
cinches,
prescribe proprietary preparations, but In the case of Castoria my experiskirts. 2
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Don't
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shut
steel
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ence, like that of many other physicians, has taught me to make an exstlr- - your houses so that the air supply
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oni.ii in ev
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ception, t prescribe your Castoria in my practice because I have found it
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ery respect, and equal
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to be a thoroughly reliable remedy for children's complaints. Any physiDon't have useless lages.
and
verywhere. Catalogue
free.
trifles about you.
cian who has raised a family, as I have, will join me in heartiest recomThe Frd Mueller
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NEW MEXICO
TEPIITOIIAL
NEWS

Bluewater Gtts Improvements.
Extensive development, in addition
to tbe work already completed in the
Bluewater valley of Western Valencia
jcourty, is proposed by the interests
behind tbe Bluewater
Development
Company, with offices in Albuquerque.
Articles of Incorporation for four new
companies have just been filed in Santa Fe, the operations of all of which
will be connected directly with the
further development of the Bluewater
project, a considerable
portion
of
which has already been completed.
Ont of the new oompanles is a town-Bit- e
company, which will lay out two
t',wnsites In tbe district immediately.
The survey for the new Arizona and
Colorado railroad on which immediate
passes
proposed,
construction
is
through the Bluewater
valley, thus
giving the district two railroads, and
it Ic. expected that the townsltes will
be developed in the near future. Two
new water companies have been Incorporated and a fourth, the Blue-wate- r
company, which will be the successor of tbe Bluewater Development
Company, will be the active corporation in charge of the irrigation project. The new corporations will give
the operations a broader scope than
was originally intended
and the affairs of the company will be under
the same management, Mr. E. Z. Ross
continuing in Albuquerque as manager of the properties. It is understood
that the company proposes to expend
a large amount of money In the near
future In further development of the
irrigation project.
Mr. Ross yesterday aside from admitting that these
plans were under way, did not care to
discuss the work In detail,

LOW COLONIST FARES TO THE
WEST AND NORTHWEST.
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ment announces that Colonist Fares
will be In effect from Sept. 15 to Oct
15, 1909, to all points in tbe West and
North wfest.

Francisco Martinez was arrested at
Vegas on the charge of sodomy.
1
O MAN or woman of the hum
Jose L. Ramirez and Serapia Marblest
sort ran really bp
Htrnnc. (rentle. pure and good without the
tinez were married at Las Vegas rebeing
world
for It, without some
better
cently.
body being helped and comforted by the
very existence of that goodness.
Luis Valde-i- , the fifteen year old son
-- Phillips Brook).
of Eygenio Vuldez, died at Las Vegas
of pneumonia.
Making Use of the Things at Hand
H. W; Carbison, a mining man, was
Real genius displays itself In the
fined $50 at Las Vegas ( for assaulting
cook who has few materials and uten
J. A. Bager, another mining man.
sils to use. Almost anybody with all
A; B. Crawford of Pennsylvania was
the markets at command can prepare
assigned to New Mexico as post office
a good meal, but the person who It
inspector, with headquarters at Alburable to do this with little to do with
querque.
He has been in the railis an artist of no mean value. At a
way mail service twelVe ) ears.
little evening reception
the punch
Upon the information o' Francisco
bowl was planned to be decorated
Armijo, Pedro Zamora was arrested at
about its base with great clusters ol
Alburquerque on tbe charge of assault
purple grapes. At the last moment
with intent to kill. Zamora will be
no grape leaves could be procured so
kept in jail pending the action of the
we resorted to the roof garden and
grand jury.
picked enough leaves of the castor
bean on which to arrange the grapes
Miss May Holland was arrested at
These leaves were even more beauti
Las Vegas for insanity and will be
ful than the grape leaves would have
kept in the county jail until upon tbe
been. How many beautiful and usable
return of Chief Justice William J.
things we have about us all the time
Mills from Clayton, her sanity will be
if we Just open our eyes.
We find
judicially passed upon.
what we are looking for.
The El Paso & Southwest Railway
you
Did
ever
want
a
bread
board
company filed a certificate of Increase
with none available?
Try using
oi biock irom íib.uuu.uuu to I25,uuu, piece of manila paper. II
two. i be Increase, It is reported, is to
serves every purpose. Two pieces oi
be used for extending from Arizona
paper used to sift baking powder and
g
points to San Diego, Cal.
Band.
flour are a great convenience as they
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
Albuquerque.
The arrest of Pat are
lifted and emptied so easily. Use
banded down an opinion in accord- Cerillo at Tularosa, Lincoln county, a
dish set In the top of your teakettle
ance with v:hich gunners must take following the arrest of John Holland
for a double boiler.
out a territorial license to hunt on at Deming and his return to Alamo- Save
seeds to pickle
their own premises. The point has gordo, and the expected arrest of an- - and use nasturtium
as capers.
been in dispute for some 'irue,
other man now fleeing through the
J. H. Fulmer of Mishawaka, Ind., Lincoln county mountains, with a pos-wh- o
Household Hints.
returned to Santa Fe, bid in at se on nis trail, it is believed will put
Put a little paper funnel In the
Parsons, Lincoln county, the Parson an effectual crimp on the operations opening of your berry pie and the
group of gold mines for $35,000, at a of a gang of horse thieVes recently Juice will boil up In It,
and none be
mortgage executive sale, the mort- - robbing stockmen right and left In wasted.
gages which he held aggregating $120,- - Lincoln county.
Never throw away dry cheese
A fire which started in the Coker-a- n grate It,
000. The property is to be worked on
add cream,
pepper and
Triplett company store at Texlco, N. salt, and serve It as aredcream cheese
extensive scale.
at 1 o clock Sunday morning, de- - There are bo many nice ways of using
The Valley Electrical Comnanv. to
operate in Eddy, Chaves and Roose- stroyed the main business block In dry cheese, with macaroni, on crack
velt counties, has been incorporated, the town, with loss of over $50,000 ers toasted, and In souffles.
headquarters at Rosweil and capital- and little insurance.
The bureau of pensions has just setization $10,000. Tbe incorporators are
For the First Course.
Clyde C. Caldwell, Robert J. Uatlin, tled a claim of $42.66 clothing allowThere is nothing that seems quite
Oliver H. Smith, Joseph J. Jaffa and ance, which dates as far back as 1866, so nice to begin a luncheon with as
paying the sum to Mrs. Maria Faz Go- fresh fruit served In an attractive
Erwin M. Mitchell.
manner. A section or two of orange
According to the report of the Santa mez of Las Vegas, whose husband
In the First New Mexico Infanwith a few beautiful cherries on the
Fe land office for August, just com- served
try.
stems and garnished with the leaves,
piled, the number of entries was unVeHarvey
At
Las
near
the
ranch,
makes a pretty service. A touch ol
usually light, only 32,000 acres being
gas, Rev. Cleon Forbes and Miss Florgreen
always adds beauty to a dish
entered altogether In this, one of New ence Augusta
Turner were married by and there are always leaves.
Mexico's live land districts, during
the month. Of these 126 were home- Rev. H. Van Valkenburg of the Methchurch. The groom is professor
stead entries covering 20,050 .acres; odist
of ifathematics at the Biblical Liter41 commuted entries coveiing
.6,355
ary College at Odessa, Mo. Ike Davis,
acres.
a business man of Las Vegas, was
Anita Romero, aged 20, shot and
married on Sunday to Miss Rose Bier-ma- n
killed herself at her home in Santa
at Los Angeles.
Fe, because her mother had eluded
r
such
In
HAT furniture can give
of the Colorado Teleher. She waiked into an adjoining phonethe suit
finish 10 a room as a, leuuei
Company vs. Charles G. Fields
-ueorge
room and picking up a revolver diswoman's face."
for S4.5A for installing and removing
charged its contents into her breast,
like
"The beauty of a lovely woman Is
falling dead. She was handsome and a telephone at Albuquerque, Judge Ira
Irrigate Valley by Pumping.
-i- u,uA. Abbott has rendered an Interesting music."
among
was
a
young
peofavorite
tbe
N.
M.
1
the ple
Alburquerque,
hat
decision in which he holds tbat the
r.rtnan Salad.
whole area of the great Estancia valMichael D. Koury, a Syrian, in busi- telephone company has no right to
ley, east of this city, one of the moat
chnn fine one small head of cabcharge
installing
or
removing
for
a
ness
was
citizenat Cerrillo,
refused
haze and one onion. Season with
fertile plateaus in the Southwest, may
papers in the United States court telephone Instrument.
Cut into small
unit and cavenne.
be reclaimed, by Irrigation by pumping ship
on
plea
the
not
Is
a
novel
lie
that
euhoa nnn slice of salt pork. Fry un
is the conclusion of O. A. Meinzer,
Heald Hall Dedicated.
man
white
meaning
within
the
of
the
then Dour over the cabtil hrnwnexpert.'of the United States geological
Alhuquerque.
The formal dedicaMix well and add a little nor
survey, after a two weeks Inspection constitution. The .point was raised by tion of Heald ball,
new
$5,000
the
United States District Attorney Leahy
vinegar.
of the great valley from end to end. and
is a novel one, as heretofore Syr- - building at the Rio Grande industrial
The expert finds that the water bup- - lans have been admitted to citizen school, held here Monday, marked the
Refrigerator Helps.
ply at shallow depths is everywhere ship.
end of the successful first year of this
not advisable to pile the food
sufficient to irrigate the lands by
institution, founded last fall by the In It is promiscuously.
i ne Doay or an unKnown iiooa vic
The slice ol
It
pumping at small expense even in tim was found at Navajo, Ariz., west Congregational denomination.
ham is often carelessly lefl
breakfast
years of extreme drouth. Coming af of Alburquerque, floating in tbe Rio
The school already has the distincter a dry season has caused consid- Puerco. The dead man was dressed tion of being one of the best attended In Juxtlposition with the dinner roast,
erable hardship to some of the thous- in a blue suit with striped cotton and most successful institutions main- -' which spoils the flavor of the latter.
ands of homesteaders in this section. shirt, but his features were so badly tained by the church in the West. ;' A dish of cold boiled onions It
set near the butter,
thoughtlessly
this announcement has been hailed disfigured as to be unrecognizable.
The dedication is the closing event
with Joy by the farmers and next sea The body was turned over'to the sher- In a conference of Southwestern mis- ' wmcn at once suauius n uidhuuuh
to itself,
odor without advantage
son will see thousands of dollars ex- iff, who took it to Holbrook, where sion teachers and of Congregational
pended on pumping plants in the val a coroner's jury was unable to iden- ministers held here during the past Celery Is laid near the cream pitcher,
and turnips or boiled cabbage set by
ley.
tify the comre.
week.
the cooling custard for supper
Gov Curry appointed as delegates to
.The Estancia valley even without
such carelessness and ignor
irrigation has become one of the most the American mining' congress at At Alburquerque demand was made Through
ance the loss is sometimes great
thickly settled and prosperous agricul- Goldfield: George W. Pritchard and on the board of county commissioners
Milk, cream and butter should be kept
tural sections of the territory and J. W. Akers of Santa Fe, C. T. Brown by former Assessor Slergritd Oruns-fel- d as much as possible from all food, as
for $4,487, four per cent commiswith irrigation it may outshine even
readily absorb any flavor at
they
and E. D. Murtón of Santa Fe, C. T. sion on taxes collected on property
the Pecos valley.
Brown and E. D. Morton of Sororro, assessed by bim. Demand was also hand. Meat and poultry should not
and J. W. Fleming of made for the payment of $13,013 rest against each other, but be ar
The Bijou irrigation district's reser- Jo I Sheridan
Silver City, F. A. Jones of Albuquer- judgment In favor of Grunsfeld. The ranged so tbat the air can circulate
voir, the Empire, which suffered se- que,
George B. Bent of Bent, William board decided to carry the matter to about them. If meat and poultry are
vere damage some time ago from the
the U. S. Supreme Court if necessary to hang, they should be suspended
breaking of the concrete outlet, Is Browne of Carrizozo, and John Y. and refused payment.
with the choicest part down, that they
Oaks.
White
Hewitt
of
now in the course of reconstruction.
The Santa Fe company will have a may settle there.
L.
Edgar
School
of
Dr.
Hewett
the
The new outlet will be made of three
surveyor at Clovis, N. M., op the Belen
parallel cast Iron pipes which will of American Archaeology in Santa Fe, cut-ofHousehold Hints.
this week with a party of men
indestructible.
In
concluded
summer's
work
his
practically
the to' begin a survey of a north
make it
Save all your paper cracker boxes
and
paper to wrap and
waxed
in
damage
with
Frijoles,
having
the
the
discovRito de Los
It is believed that
south Santa Fe .project which will con
pack tbe sandwiches when going on
the Bluewater valley, west of Albur- ered another prehistoric village under nect Clovis ' and Tucunicarl
with
querque, due to tbe bréaking of the the talus of ont- - of the cliffs, and also northern New" Mexico and southern a picnic.
Don't keep house without a spatu
big dam of the Bluewater Developa communal village on top of Tent California, and afford
outlet from
flexible broad-bladeknife),
ment company, will amount to $500,-00- rozk. In one of the caves was found tbe coal field? for tbat.an'
section to the la, (a indispensable
In scraping out
they are
as the crops of the larmers unsystem..
Santa
Gulf
Tucumcaii
Fe's
posa
girl
kneeling
in
the
remains
tí
making,
spreading
cake
for
in
der the irrigation system sre ruined
and Clovis have each put up a $50,000 dishes,
icings and handling an omelet
and the houses are swept away. The ture, the corpse being completely bonus to get the road.
She wore a blanket
loss to the company will probably be mummified.
frl
After suffering untold
Peach Blossom Cake.
$250,000.
The big dam held back a woven of yucca liber and beneath that hours after being scalded by steam
body of watpr two miles long, a mile a very fine cotton cover. It was de- whicfT escaped from his engine as it
One cupful of pulverized sugar, onebroad and 50 feet deep at tbe dam. cided to leav-- i the remains in the cave wert over the road bed, when It hit half cupful butter; stir together until
The latter was a cement structure and to piar J them under a glass a wathout on the Barnwell branch out like thick cream, then add two
and tbe heavy pressure of flood water cover, so that ail visitors to the Rito of Gcffs, John Wool, engineer, died
baking powder, one cupful
undermined it, sending a wall of water
as i be train which had been made up of Hour, one-hal- f
cupful sweet milk,
20 feet deep down a narrow canon 12 de Los Frljolet; might see the kneel- ta take his and his fireman to the
whites of three eggs. Flamiles long, to the point where the ing maiden. Out of the Puye burial SaLia Fe hospital in Lob Angeles, the beaten
vor thoroughly with extract of peach.
mound, 154 skeletons were taken.
road Bluewater valley opens out.
reached Victorville.
Bake in two shallow tins. Frost with
- Upon instruction of Judge
McFle
The Silver Cl'y Enterprise tells a
Suit was filed against the Santa Fe clear Icing, sprinkle with pink pulat Hanover, last Railway Company
that corroborative evidence is needed curious incident
at Alburquerque verized Bugar and cocoanut
an
A youm; woman falling,
trv sustain thu charge of perjury, and week.
for $15,000 damages by Mrs. Leontine
admincalled
ihVprlnicapl witness having died aged woman was
Brault, guardian of Frank Brault, who
Sweet Corn Fritters.
Bine the Indictment, only one other istered warm vater, sweet oil, parsbe- - was run down by a Santa Fe engine
Grate six ears of corn, add three
witness testifying to the alleged per ley and other yherbs but the patient
a
vomnea
oau
ana
came
good
pinch of salt and a table
Alburquer.jue
eggs,
or
a
In
was
aí,
last
lii
violent
Nov3mber.
f.ni
jury, a
brought in tho run of th united! of hair. Thereupon'the yourii woman's
The hearing of the bank tax cases spoonful of sugar, a cup and a half of
accuseu me uuuiur ui uhviuk involving the payment of $54,449 of milk, a teaspoonful of baking powder
States vs. Gregorio Griego, which has motner unholy
signs over the medicine
Drop
attracted considerable attention, as it made
back taxes by the banks of Alburquer- and beat thoroughly together.
grew out of a contempt charge against and the old lady had to hike out until que, which was to' have come up be- by the tablespoonful into smoking hot
Griego when he was accused of tamp- she was finally arrested for unlawfulsugar
fat. Serve with or without
She was fore Judge Abbott at Alburquerque
medicine.
ering with the grand jury of which ly administering
syrup.
of given thirty days in jail, and strange has been continued for a week during
he was a member and because
Imwhich an effort at settlement will be
Griego's prominence as a business to say, the girl began to improve
mediately and is now well,
made.
man and politician In Taos county.
Will Profit by Irrigation.
New Mexico, seeking to profit by
che remarkable progress of tbe irrigation, 1b to tbe fore with projects tbat
promise to make her agricultural
growth nationally famous during tbe
next two yeais.
J. B. RusseU, an officer of tbe Blue-wate- r
Development Company, operating 100 miles west of Alburquerque, on
tbe main line of the Santa Fe, reports
that the company's dam, which Is d
to hod water sufficient to irrigate 21,000 acres for two years,
when necessary, is 35 feet high, and
will, have been built to its full height
of 600 feet before the end oi the coming winter. '
Tbe dam will be of sufficient capacity. The water shed by which
the
dam will bo supplied covers an area
240
square
miles,
main
of
and tbe
sources of supply are the Bluewater
f.nd Cottonwood rivers. The company
expended $10.000 in surveys and preliminary investigation before "turn
ing a wheel." The canon in which tbe
dam is situated is nine miles long
and varies from 100 to 150 feet deep
for the entire distance.
A tunnel 275 feet long has been constructed through the solid rock diverting the water from the dam, and
this feature Is the nucleus of what tbe
builders conlidently expeot to prove
one' of the biggest power piopositions
in New Mexico. A townsite has been
platted, and 25 families introduced
Five hundred acres were
thereon.
put under cultivation this year, 25
acres of which were in garden truck.
This product has already been marketed for $8,000, this remarkable
record Indicating the exceptional fer
tility of the soil. A crop of turnips
was raised regularly every six weeks
during the season, and $3,000 were ob
Three
tained for ibis crop alone.
good crops of alfalfa were raised, and
75 bushels of oats and 40 of wheat per
acre were produced with no difficulty.
that
This is the Identical section
took the prizes for sugar beets, wheat
and barley at the Chicago world's fair
in' 1893. Then the little dam went
out, and there has been "nothing doing" until the present corporation took
hold of the proposition, securing control of 16,000 of the 21,000 acres under the project, and filing on the
A large
water and reservoir site.
proportion of the company's land was
Santa Fe railroad grant land, and all
the available government land in theA
neighborhood has already been filed
on.
It is proposed to colonize the land
largely by the introduction of Bohemians and other tnrifty classes of foreigners.

Pacific

TRAGEDY

"Yes, I collect queer bank notes,"
said the receiving teller.
Tve been
doing it for years.
You know there
are some very odd things written on
bank notes sometimes."
H pointed
to a
bill hung In a frame
of black oak on the wall.
"Read
that," he said. "And I've got queerer ones than that even in my collection."
On tbe bank note In red Ink was
written In a feminine hand:
"You
have robbed me of all the rest, and of
my soul also.
May this burn your
hand when you touch it.
May all
you buy with it be accursed.
You
have, the last. Are you now satisfied?

This year the West looks more
promising than ever. Now is the time
to secure land at low prices, and, at
the same time, to visit the many interesting points in tbe West and Northwest, at which liberal stopover arrangements may be made.
A better estimate of raw lands can
be made now than formerly, because
these lands are In proximity to new
farms that are producing wonderful
'
crops.
literature, write
For descriptive
to E. L. Lomax, G. P. A., U. P. R. R.,
Omaha, Neb.
,

Murderer!"

DEEP SEA TALK.

The collector sighed sentimentally.
"Think of the tragedy." he said, "that
may lie hid behind those simple little phrases, eh?" .
Singular and Plural.
"Whenever she gets to thinking how
much they're In debt It affects her
nerveB." "Huh! the way It affects
her husband is singular."
"How singular?" "Just singular, It affects his
nerve." He tried to borrow a hundred
from me
Catholic Standard
and Times.

Ms.

The Porpoise I hear that the
sporty old lobster went all to pieces
in his last days.
The Tortoise Well, I should say he
did go to pieces, and small pieces.
He ended up In a lobster salad.
Anything

But That.
of a
family of five boys, says the Delineator. . One day his mother said to
him: "O, John, Isn't it too bad I haven't one little girl? I could curl her
hair and make such pretty little
dresses for her. Don't you wish you
were a little girl?"
"Why, mother," he said, "I'd rather
be most any other kind of animal you
could mention than a girl."

Little John is the youngest

RANCH LANDS

NEAR CHICAGO six dollars an acre thla
year only; alfalfa and clover mire crops,
no better land for (rene ral farming and
fruit. Splendid climate; pure water. One
uitfht from Chicago by rail or boat. Easy
terms. Write for map and illustrated booklet
M ERR ITT,
Manistee, Mich.

J. T.

Onnstlpation canso and aegravaten many nerloos
diwaKeB. It In thoroughly
by Dr.
Plttuuant Pulluli. Tut íavoríu family laxative.

A dead beat always

than be deserves.

i

Thompson's Eye Water

gets more credit
W.

N.

U.,

DENVER, NO.

r

" Do you know of any woman who ever received any
benefit from taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-

pound?"
If any woman who is suffering with any ailment peculiar
to her sex will ask her neighbors this question, she will be
surprised at the result. There is hardly a community in
this country where women cannot be found who have been
restored to health by this famous old remedy, made
exclusively from a simple formula of roots and herbs.
During the past 30 years we have published thousands
of letters from these grateful women who have been cured
by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and never
in all that time have we published a testimonial without
the writer's special permission.
Never have we knowingly
published a testimonial that was not truthful and genuine.
Here is one just received a few days ago. If anyone doubts
that this is a true and honest statement of a woman's experience with Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound write
and ask her.
Houston, Texas. "When I first began taking- Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound I was a total wreck. I bad been
sick for three years with female troubles, chronic dyspepsia,
and a liver trouble. I had tried several doctor's medicines, but
nothing did me any good.
" For three years I lived on medicines and thought I would
never get well, when I read an advertisment of Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and was advised to try it,
"My husband got me one bottle of the Compound, and it did
me so much good I continued its use. I am now a well woman
and enjoy the best of health.
" I advise all women suffering from such troubles to give
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial. They wont
regret it, for it will surely cure you." Mrs. Bessie L. Hicks,
819 Cleveland St,, Houston.
Any woman who is sick and suffering is foolish surely
not to give such a medicine as this a trial. Why should it
not do her as much good as it did Mrs. Hicks.
-
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Certain Cure for sore,weak

MITCHELL'S

SALVE

MAKES THE USE OF DRUGS UNNECESSARY
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a Inflamed Eyes.
Pries, 25
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me irregularity," I suggested.
The bishop flushed delicately be-n- '
A
Hth the light of his candles.
frown drew across his smooth forehead.
"Then there Is no reason why the
arrangement suggested by Mrs. Pines
might not be carried out?" he asked
"There Is aone olered by the law,
Bishop Winstanley," I replied.
"Upon my soul, I wlah you could
heve apprised me of some technical
objection. Mr. Twining: I do Indeed,"
he exclaimed.
I Mfteid my brows.
"Because there Is a Tory good rea-fon- .
outside the law. why no such
pbeurd arrangement should be entered
into."
"I should be interested to hear It
If you ieM disposed to speck ol f."
I was In reality con
I said pol'tely.
Burned to know what It was.
"1 brieve yon Icsn! ven are con
sldered deep wells Into which all sons
of trouble and. embarrassment may be
safely poured." he remarked.
"The reason will be safe with me 11
you care to intrust It to me. sir."
He smiled a charming smile.
"!t Is very simple," he said; "I do
ffo wish to msrry the lady."
"Then why on earth do you co:isld
er It?" I cried.
"Plrss your soul, I do not," he
ehvckled.
"Kut I thought"
"I may have given yon the !r.!prts
s!on. Frankly, i am so newhat riis
tuibed to know just the way out of
the absurd po'ition in which the 'ady.
encouraged doubtless by my sister
It Is not an PRsy thinr
has ) nt
lo decline een such an nllionce a
ihe cugseat, "' I dare say you hn.ve
.:;; erience lor which you
Had - no
may thank your stars It is only fair,
pu Lars, to ud.iiit that the ladles have
ome gi ountlb !or thinking 1 would not
be entirely unwilling to enter into
st.ch an aston shing plan. To begin
with, 1 am 43 yeais o'd old enough
to have thought of matrimony It I
ever expected to. Perhaps the füct
that I have not thought of It has en
couraged my sister and Mrs. Diues
to assrtinte that t do not mean to do so.
Hence they have frankly suggested It
to me. Then I have always been nn
admirer of Mrs. Dines, who, as I have1
old von, is Rn admirable woiran. and
16 years my senior, and they have
probably considered my admiration to
be devoid of reverence, which is not
the case.
There are besides these
reasons others which I neod not men
tloB to you. not to speak of the financial one, wWch, In her zeal lor her
chaiitles. my Bister has not overlooked. Eut I cunnot consider nr.y ol
1
sort for you hoping yov
them.
would tell me that the illegality oí
such a step would put it out of the
But since you cannot help
nuestion.
mo. I must tind a vn? of rr.y own."
I Eii'.flcd and held or.t my hind.
"1 am more sorry than I can tell
I tr.'ñ:
"Ivit '
'o h;iv rail.:'
I'HV-n- 't
a dcubt tint, left to your own
devie'.H, you v.ill (;?t delicately and
saiely ri'it of the matter."
Ho smiUd brick at rue, retaining my
hand.
"I think you know my si.'ter, do you
not?" he suggested, and there was s
twinkle In his eyes exactly li'.e that
r"called to vivlaly in Miss Win: tan
ley's.
"I have thp pleasure of knowing her
very well," I said.
"She Is a wonderful woman," he declared.
I bowed.
"Did you ever have an elder sh ter.
Mr. Twining?" he inquired.
I regretted that I had never been so
blessed.
"Ah," said ho, "that accounts for
your not being an attorney general
or a chief jusiice," and he siaillLgly
bowed me out.
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lnail

"

.
jtnows 1 don t wonder that you coiííí-n'tBut I want you to know, that's
ail. I think perhaps you have always
pnown. a little haven't you? Such
ahlnss between some people don't
fave to be put Into words. Voicing
.them seems somehow to rob Uieni of
You knw what I
heir exqulslteness.
mean, don't you? 'I love you' sounSs
fO empty, while It is so overtiowiug y
rp'.ete. I fancied you felt as I did
about It, dear. 1 was waiting, Indeed,
to know a little better Just how you
$ld feel. I wanted not to los your
likndship If you could not give me
Sour love. Failing that, I was deter-lned to have tor my own the perfect
relationship that has so long endured
tetween us. and I knew I should spoil
tt by declaring my love for you prematurely."
"Yes," she breathed.
"So I never told you I loved you,
Barbara, and I am telling yoli now
that you may be sure that, little as It
to. my devotion Is yjura lo
command. If you need It. If you can
sver lean a little on It. won't you? Do,
dear. I want so much to serve you
If I Kay. at any time, in any way.
No, don't say anything, piense. I know
you would like to say something kind.
Bless your heart! Let me take it for
granted. I'm going now."
She lifted her head, with a gesture
fin- silence.
"Some one Is coming." she whiskered.
There were voices In the hall
and that of his sister-in-law- ,
and others that I did not stop to
ucognlie. I was in a, distinctly un-Ankony mood, and I caught up my
htt and moved towaid tLe side door:
by that same side door had I made
many exits.
Barbara followed me, her hand ex-

WtrCO'r'T CP

tamly a most esilmuüte person, o! i
icay trutbful'y sty the unís
ttitnk
üitsual end startling ltk'as, partid
lar'y as to b.t we shall tuuch upoi
that later. Mrs. Dines haB long bee
a friend of rey eivlers."
I intrrri-ptc- d
"Ah, bo I recall."
Mrs. Mam was the widow whom
bi!ard Mica Winstanley speak oí ti
the bishop the evening at the open
vbeu his glasses had been to pet
gistnily leveled where che tboug''
tlwy ought not to be. I Imagine.
iiOtEEthlLg interesting was about to b
ay pr.
unfolded, but I was in no
lArtá for what came.
'You have ah, seen Mrs. Dines?
bishop a?fcel.
.Us
"Once," said I: "a iomewhat stou
lady with copious "
"CUns " surrlfed be gravely.
"(Xar uie " said I.
TI c bishop nodded Eoiemr.V.
I v?m.;red. en
"A tr'f.o
oour.ised by something In his eyes.
"A trifle! Shu is IW."
--

Al!.

Is It

ros.-'blc-

"Mrs. Dine? admit 61)." he rer,!let
But 60 I
The i "y be mora.
iLOUi,-'-

."

not qi'ite understanding
wa'íhie lor that which 1 Unew
v.oüld uiate It plain.
"S:m. iXihs is a lady of very large
1

ji

LodcKd.

d

inclina
wau" and equul.y
tlons he ccnrlnued. "A woman who
fci.s i.m much good and should conmore. Charitable work Is

tinue lo do
her i nsalou. She Is an enthusiast
along that particular line. Niy sister
c
liiiiis in her a moet beautiful and
ible ch&ravtur.
'T have often hea-- d her called so."
"There are undoubtedly many
tLI;s about the lady."
Bhe
"As a young woacan I
may have been attractive," 1 ventured,
watchlEg the bishop out of thu tail 0.
L.Y

tye.

s
a yoi ns woman," he repeated.
said I.
"And eleVi
"itihe Is still clever
He skilled,
etnugS," hs commenttd.
There was a lu;.g pause, during
mlie h't shapely fingers caressed the
of his dressing gown.
"Airs. Dines is In Africa at present,"
"She fiys Mhe di sires
he continued.
Wishing
to remain there indefinitely.
to further to Its utmost the wrrk ste
has undertaken, and to be entirely ua- -

pended.

"Qan't go," she pleaded. "How can
you desert me. so?"
"I would do anything else for yon,"
"Anythlug hut stay"
murmured
Then I leí myself out as they came
down the hall, and found my way to
the street through the lamlLar rose
gardes.
CHAPTCR V.
Btahop Wlnátanlí-sent for me the
ftext day. His unexpected suiuu ons
came late in the ufteinoun, when 1
was Very busy, aud 1 could not aQ- swer it at once. 1 drove promptly to
Lis house tho moment 1 was released
pom my last engagement, but It was
late and the lights w ere on. Ha uent
word down that he was dressing fur
dinner, but that he would be glad to
have me come direotly to his dressing
room. I Went uf, to find him lu u
flamboyant gown, sitting Incou
beside his sif ter's dain'y
little dressirs table, with its pinkshaded candles
brush
He put down a Bilver-bacheand rose to greet me. I knew him better In canonicals anal broadcloth thau
lu this bizarre attire, and he rather
me; but, as uuul, he
embarrassed
was serene and apparently quite undisturbed, as If he were as accustomed to granting audiences here as
h the 8tate!7 rooms below.
"They are doing over my suite
while my sister la away," te ex
plained, "ant I have taken coisesflon
pem, tt down, If you can find roo'i:
lor the pillows. Such trilling pillows
with a smile, "b'or su
3 they are,
sensible a woman as my sister, she
me with her furbelows "
amares
'
"I suprose she wouid call them
c'omlorts," 1 suggested
I hey
said he.
"Gh, doubtless,
nre more like little pink aud yellow
cotton puffs than anything tl.jt might
Ho 'tossed a
give real comlort."
Vouple of them out of a brocaded ai m- It,
Indicating
drew up an
and,
ihuir
filler rnr nnuaell.
"I hope my suinmonB did not inconvenience 'you. arriving at such an
"But my mind
hour?" he remarked.
lias beci greatly perturbed, and I
wished to have It put at peace one
The matter upon
aray pr the other.
which I wish you to advise me is oue
or
xceeaiag uencary aun uuusuai- Lt SÍ."
T
bowed.
"Perhaps you know Mra. Anson
hp remarked, by way of brgln-fVm-

CHAPTER

VI.

I

one;!.
I blinked up into

Ob-

served.

hsmrcred and unharrssed by

restrie-rathe-

r

tions, she has sent this moat remark-gouousl'Ole proposition to my sister, who la
turn haB Indorsed It and sent tt on lo
me with all promntm ss. I wish yon
to tell ine what you think of It. sir." .
He banded me a deccous looklfis;
f oeuraent. which I opened with much
Interest.
It was exceedingly direct
aud simple as unadorned aud simple
us the lady who had indited it: Mis.
Anton Dines, for the privilege of us-Ithe rowerful name of Bishop
Charles Winstanley,
would dedicate
her undivided effort and her undivided
fortune to the church which the bishop so brilliantly adorned, especially

the reposeful

coun-

tenance of my faithful and Imperturb
able Kiiumens, who stood above mf
bed, a lighted candle ln his hand, its
lnya over ills rud;ly face nr.d ruddier

pajamas.
I repeated ln
"Mr. Hemingrayl"
sleepy aniazcr.ier.t.
yes, c'.r."
Hemingray:
"Mr. Dan
"What time is It?"
"A little past two. Mr. Hemlnsray
JUEt came In by train. I think."
"liless me! Well, go to bed, Kim-menI won't ned you. I'll go right
in, toll Mr. Hemingray."
Klmmens went with dignity and
fluttering garments.
As 1 hurried In Dan looked up at
me from a chair ln which he had sunk
"
"
in an odd heap.
l"
""
taken under her special care and lov
"Sick, Dan?" I ackert.
ing direction, mere in a country so
"Sick to death at heart," ha
f ir from her home.
The marriage
groaned.
anu
l""UM"
"What's the matter?"
HlimilH rnnelnu
ltishmi' WlliqtílTiln
He wheeled on me sharply.
i then
and always, at perfect liberty to
"Yen know all about It, don't you
pursue his own helpful and shining what I did, you know?"
career In his own land, and In his own
I stopped
lo light the gas in my
manner, quite as If she did not bear grate.
his Eame.
"Yes. I know, o'd fellow."
I finished
what was so curlous'y
There was an Instant's silence.
v& looke(1
and BO pIainly Mt forth
"Did Ankony tell you?"
up to meet the bishop's questioning
"Yes."
eyes.
"He made Barbara believe no one
"A most remarkable
document," I knew."
observed.
"He told me before that. I'm sure
"But could such a thing be done. he hasn't toM any one elne. You may
Mr Twining?"
depend on that, I think. He wanted "
"The marriage susEested?"! asked.
"He wanted you to prosecute; 1
Certainly, sir. It would be as bind- know. I'm a nice sort, ain't I? What
,ng ag one you yollra)jlf wou,d per. do you think of me?" he sneered.
.
the
knoeltae at
nl
"I think you may have been a bit
your own chancel and all the usual weak, hut that there's a bully lot of
and fashionable formulae empjriyed." strenglb In you yet and that It's golni
"1 was In doubt aa to Its lngllt y
to assert itself. That's what I mink,"
the numerous technical pkascs that and I stretched tint my hand.
"
might ensue
He gripped It absently.
"Do yon
"I have the misfortune not to,"
"It Is quite within the sanction of know what made Ankony chango his
jíiid I.
the law."
mind about the prosecution?"
he
"Well, I don't know that I should
"A trifle Irregular, however,"
nut It nnltp tike that. Air. Twining"
one
conditions
"Under
certain
miaht
Be
(To
i
fontfnu!,)
hi iüd with s smile: "hut she Is cer- -

....
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Serial no.

DAY BOAD,

Í4.50

BOARD and ROOM,

per WEEK;

Centt.
WEEK.

$5.50 per

MEX.

NEW

SUNNYSIDE,

Proprietor.

D. HOODENPYLE,

r

FORT SUMNER RESTAURANT.
First-cla-

nR7fil

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Not eoal land.
of tl.e Interior, U. S. Lend Oflk-N. M.. August 11. 1U.X.
tbut Tr.iimos T. Jones,
iiíKÍce is heieby eivf
of Kicardo. N. M.. who. on rebyf 26. 1ÜU8. made.
serti..n 4.
hntry, no. liiütíft, lor w
Township 2n. kantr24 s. N M Principal Neridian.
haB filed notie-- of intention to make r'infcl
Pmoi, to establish cluim to the Isnd
U. S.
above dcBcribtd. before W. M. Weiidinirton.
Commr., at KicartMi. N. M. on Oct, 15,
Chas. Wntney.
('iHlmsnt nameiias witnesftd:
VveddiiiKton,
Tb'imah
fcl.
Tunner. Walter
Charlea
Kenady; allot" Kicnrdo, N. M.
.
at 3....1J

MEALS, 25

ROOMS, 25 Cents.

ss

i

Mr. M. Philion, Proprietress.
Board and Clean,
Well-furnish-

Rooms

ed

::

I

Prompt Service and .Courteous Attention
Given To All Patrons.

I!.

MAKUta. K. O I'EllO,

flrat Auk

18

Serial no. (Bill
(Not Coal Ind
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Peiiartment of the interior. U.S. Land Office
at Santa Fo. N. M Auir. 1).
Notice ia hereby given ttiat Alia K. Marshall, of

5th. STREET MEAT MARKET.

1.

Prop's.

CURTIS L WOLFLEY,

Salado. N. M., who. on Nov. flth. IfttS, madelbime-steaSection 11.
Entry No. (W411. for
Meridian,
has
Township li N. Hanfre 23 B.
filed notice f inti n i(;n to make Final Commuue-tionfroo- f
to eslanlieh claim to the land above
mr.. at
described, before W. H. Parker. U. S.
Sunnyside, N. M., un the llih day Oct.
Claimant names su witneMes:
Mary Hunier.
Gerhardt, Kalher:iio Voider..
tillen üerhartit; all uf Sunnysrde. N. M.
Mancki. k. OTKRo. Keviater.
First Auk 14 lust Sep IK

Mr

The Beit Line Of

1).

Cured Meats

"Out Of Town Orders Solicited."

Serial no.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
INot Coal Lfttidl
ÍDepnrtment of the Interior)
U. S. Land Onice at Santa Ke, New Mexico.
Adir. 18, 1W'
Notice is hereby (riven that Henry M. Hanson,
of hicsrdo, N. M..who. on Marrh 11. tK8. mad(
Homestead Entry (0MH No. llllifi;. for South-ens- t
quirter. Section 7. Township N, KsnKe i n. N iw
p
naR men nonio ui iiiwinn.ii iu
Finiil Commutatioi Pniof, lo establish , la'm ti
rf.p laml p.hove described, before W. H. Parker, IJ.
S. Conir.. at Sunnyside. N. M.. on Oct. 1H.
cots s:nny.
Claimant names as witneai rs:
Thomas U. nos
t. M. Gorman. JieKenaoy,
all of Kicuroo. N. M.
v
MANUSI. IC. CJTEKO. teeRisirr.
lata sen 18
First aus-1SeriiilNo.

Freh and

In Town.

Yard.

Livery Stable and Feed

HORSES BOARDED BY THE MONTH.
ADOBE CORRAL CAMP WITH CEMENT FLOOR,
MEETS

BACK

All

TRAINS.

SUNNYSIDE,

W. M. HUNTER, Prop.

N. M.

(.7111

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

nepartment of the Interior.
U. S. Lund Ortice at Koswell. N. M., ti.i 2) 1S09
Notice, is hereby irKen thct Juan Mwro.
N. M.. who, en May I, l!li.
.if
mad Humestead Entry Un, Ser ai No. 071K fff
F
2.1. Township 4 N.,
KaiiRe
Section
Ñ. M.
filial
Meridian,
nuttci
lias
P.
of intention to mr.kc l!nsl five yar rr f. t(
neror,
r sU.bb.n claim to the Isnrt ahove tlencrioerr,
W. H. Parker, I!. S. Commssi. ner, at Sunn; side.
N. M.. on tho 18th day of fre,iie.nl.er. 19 0.
Claimont nrrmcs as v, itn sses; Katacl
Celedón Triijillo. Arapito tlareia, Felix llaiea
All ol Sunn; side. N. M.
T. C. Tillóla in, Kcaister.
Sep IS
first bus:

BLACKSEBTHING and, WAGONWORK

i

KGTICE FOR I'UBL'CATION.
if tfte tnLirivr. U. 8. l.aru.
N. M., July 11.
Krnwtil,
at
.

OfTic

t
Bnkii. N. M., Mho. on Ju'y ti, i9 S. mu. .,5
1
v
4 r.nd w
uvua bntry
tií.íu. i;r v.
n n
s w A, .Sectinr t't. Towanhiii n )íny:c- mak
to
run
n
(lirii
int.
Mpridij'n.
liFn
notiw of
)
U
.'root, to .a.n'ii'Htv clim
"'intii Cfiu.iiiiiiarf'in
hrfot lJ. J. Tu nlp
thf IhiiiI n.x.vo
U. S. L.'oitir.. nthitmiticf in La Lhtide. N. M.. ".n tiu
ih day of October.
T. .1. Kufcfir
("lairnsnl nunwi an witnc 'hps:
Al;
J. L. Une, Ira O, Smith, W dlwtm IonriM;
af bunks, N. M,

J.

SL

n.

ñrt aiiir

28

lout

SUNNY SiOE,

Miée

Good.

Howard "Bcf oro marricge he said
hod go to the ends of tho earth for
Coward ''Aud after marriage
her."
he did It typ g Away." Ufe.

0:

Write To Us.
1,

S. 25

East, Also

NEW IVIIiAICO.

MOISE BROS. CO.
SANTA ROSA pnd BUCHANAN.

.

.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
The Best Of Everything In Our Line.

Groceries, Provisions, Notions,
GENTS FURNISHING GOODS,

Boots and Shoes.

MOISE BROS. CO.

Campbell's Scientific Farmer
$1.00 per year.
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine.
Devoted to Scientific Soil Tillage the only exponent of
successful soil culture regardless of rainfall or irrigation.

Campbell's 1905 Soil Culture Manual
A Hand Book and Treatise on the Campbell System of
Soil Culture. Tells how.s Illustated
50 cents

The Fort Sumner Review

CONTEST NOTICE,
Eepartment of the Interior, U. S. Laftd Office.
A
R'jBwe-UN. M.. Auff.ftt,
A mffic ent crntest aftidavit having been filen m
this ufflee by Earl V. lnslcy.. contestant, ujtainat
, made Sept.
Leconte Walker, H. E. no. N-Section US.
, ItKW,
tor tt acres)
Township 2 N. Ransre 3S, by Leconte Walker,
e, in which it is alleged that Leconie Walker, haa failed to establish his recirlence upon paid
land, and thai said tract is not sealed upon, cultivated and improved by said party as required by
av, said partie are hereby notified to appear,
lespond. and offer evidence touching said alíega
tion ai.10 o clock a. m. on October 27, ÍW9. btor
W. M. Wedd:ntrton, U. S. Comr. at Ricardo, N. M.
hncl hearintf ill be held at S o clm;k a.
Und
m. on NevemberB, 909. before, the Rfiriater and
Receiver at ihe U. S. Land Office in R swell. N. M.
The suifl conrestant having, in a proper affidavit,
flláv. Antr mil IttiW.
forth faeU which sho thai
after ouc dilifrence personal arviee of this notice
hereby rdered and direct4sd
mnAe. it
Ainnrrt
by dye and proper pub
jriven
be
that such notice
lication.
Register.
T. C. Tillotaon,
Sep 11 -- Oct 14

tht

New Mexico.

AGENTS, LAND L0CATCES,
and SURVEYORS.

Wc have the. field
Township 2 North. ? East.

NCTiCE FOR PUBUCATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lnnd Office
at Koswell, N. . Auk. . i
Nutit ia hereto, srivtn that Unvid H. WillianK.
f Ricaitlu. n. H.. who. on Oct. 24. Ukii. uiatii
ifH, i'or ntioinefiteud Entry No. 2..90, Serial
i. Township 2 n, Kitnire üi e, N m h
Meriduiii, his filed notice of inUnlun to makt
Final Commutation proof, to eatablish claim totht
land above deacribcii, before W. M. WidtLnvrUm,
U. S. Comr., at Kicardo, n. m., on the 9th any ol
October. UMI.
Claimant names as witnesses: W. C. "Williams,
J. L. Maxwell, J. N. Line. W. E. Am.ermoi. At.
f KicurUo, N. M. T. C. Tillotson. Register.
flrat aup; 28 last oct 2

649J.

Sunnyside.

notes oí Township

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. IT. S. Land OITict
ut KoHwell, N. M.. July. 17, JSVW.
Notice is hereby arivtn thai I'hilip K. K inn p. oi
1!.. mart
Buchiinan. N. M.. who. on April
foi
H.tmenLrad Kntrv no. 147Ü. Serial no.
Sec.
an.
'l
Sec. ki
Bw
n Kstnorr at r.
e
Sec. 10, Tim nun ip
n
IMP Meridian, has filed n tico of in tun ti- n ti
make itiaJ Commutation Proof, lo the Ipnd nbovt.
.
(lescriLed, before W. H. Parker, II. S. Oomr..
nía ornee m sunn8Hie, n. w. on tne .in nay v.
Jctoher,
Ciimant names aa witnesses; Jtfhn M. P ndei
Claude ÍMvlit, Nithina Vv.
Jale P.
Murchintrfjn;
All ot Buchanun, N. M.
T. (j. TiliuLMrti, KejiisUT.
oc t 2
firct autr ast

1.

SPECIALTY.

L ESTATE

Call On

oct 2

Serial 07703
NO i ICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. U. S. IJind Oflive
at KoHwell, N. M.. July SO. liJ09
Notice is hereby given that Ira C. Smith, of
BanKs. n. M.. who, on Aun. lit, 1N, made Homestead Entry 9772, Serial No. t.77;8, for
e
e
an'l
Sec. 2B. Townahip 4 n., Kane 2i e, n M P Meridian, hta filed notice of intention to make Final
Commutation Proof, to establish claim to the lnnd
above demented, bel re D. J. Tov.n'ey, U. H.
Comr. at his office in La Lande, K. a., on the HI.
nay of October,
Claimant names as witnesses: F. P. Hawkins
J. L. Lontf. T. J. Baker, W. E. Leonard; All ol
Banka, N. M.
ReKister.
T. C. Tillotaon,
first pub Auor 28 last oet 2

H0R51! SHOEING A
M. KUYKKNDAIX.

CW.FOOR&Co..

Serial

"Mr. Heiulngray Is in the sitting
room, sir, and wishes to see you at
"A Most Ftemsrkable Document,"

HOTEL de CAMP.

A. Witnon's Prepcration of HrphMphi-- t
Biodsetti from th origins) formula ia
the SoveiB Remedy for Cojuunptioo, Aith-Catarrh. La Grlppo, Coughs, colds, and
all Throat and Luns Malidiea.
Thousands of people pay they have relieved by it.
Those who have ured H will have no other, and reatommend it to their fellow Buffers.
It has- eurcd many after they were aiven
up as incurable by their phypiuions.
For full particulars, testimonials, etc., address
C. A. Abbot, Sole Agent,
60 Ann Street, New Yrok City, N. Y.

Edwrd

Weekly, one year
$1,00
combination of ail three publications as above for only

$1.Q

THIS OFFER GOOD UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30, 1909.
Ey special arrangements with the Campbell Soil Co. cf
Lincoln, Nebr., we are enabled to make the above liberal
offer, which holds good only until Septernder 1, 1909.
Every farmer in this section ought to be interested in this
proposition. The Campbell System is an insurance of gaud
crops year after year; the ref ult of 25 years of careful, pahvaT'
taking observation and experiment by Prof. Campbell.
l',ot
a theory, but a proven fact. You ought atleast to in vest
t for your self,
4

.9

DISCOVERY OF THE POLE IS DESCRIBED BY PEARY
'

Notice to Publishers.

The fallowing account by Command'
r Robert E. Peary of hla aueceasful
voyage to the north pole was lesued
on September 10 by the New York
Times, Company at the request of
Commander Peary and for his protection, as a book only, copyrighted and
exposed for sale before any part of It
was reproduced by any newspaper
In the United States or Europe, In
order to obtain the full protection of
the copyright lawa. The reproduction
of thle account, In any form, without
permission. Is forbidden.
The penal'
tlea for violation of this form of copyright inolude Imprisonment for any
parson aiding or abetting such viola
tion. This article Is copyrighted in
Great Britain by the London Times.
Copyright, HOT, by the New York
Thla narrative ia
Tlmee Company.
alio copyrighted aa a newspaper article by the New York Tlmee"Company.
REPORT OF THE DISCOVERY OF
THE NORTH POLE by Robert E.
Peary, Commander U. 8. N., Copyright, 1909, by the New York Timee
Company.

Peary Denies Cook Claim.
Battle Harbor, Labrador (via Marconi
wireless Cape Ray, N. F.), Sept. 10. Do
not trouble about Cook's story, or attempt to explain any discrepancies In bis
statements. The affair will settle Itself.
He has not been at the pole on April
He has
SI, 1908, or at any other time.
simply handed the public a gold brick.
These statements are made advisedly,
and I have proof of them. When he
makes a full statement of his journey
over his signature to some geographical
society, or other reputable body, If that
statement contains Uie claim that he has
reached the pole, I shall be in a position to furnish material that may prove
distinctly Interesting reading for the pubROBERT E. PEARY.
lic.
Battle Harbor, Labrador (via Marconi wireless. Cape Ray. N. F.). Sept. .
The steamer Roosevelt, bearing the
north polar expedition of the Peary
Arctlo club, parted company with the
Krik and steamed out of Etah ford late
In the afternoon of August 18, 1908,
setting the usual course for Cape Sadirty, with
tine. The weather was Wo
had on
fresh southerly winds.
board 112 Eskimo men, 17 women, and
10 children, 226 dogs, and some forty
odd walrus.
We encountered the Ice a short distance from the mouth of the harbor,
but It was not closely, packed, and was
negotiated by the Roosevelt without
serious difficulty.

Find Much Water.

(

As we neared Cape Sabine the weather cleared somewhat and we passed by
Three Voort Island and Cape Sabine,
easily making out with the naked eye
occupied by
the house at Hayes harbor
me In the winter of 1801-0- !.
FVnm Cane Sabine north there was
so much water that we thought of set
tiiw .wumwi,
ting ine lug sail peiur appearance
of
wind, but a. little later
loe to the northward stopped this.
Cape
open
to
water
was
clean
There
Albert, and from there soattered Ice
to a point about abreast of Victoria
Head, thick weather and dense Ice
bringing us some ten or fifteen miles
way.
From here we drifted south somewhat
and then got aslant to the northward
a little
out of the current We worked
further north and stopped again for
some hours. Then we again worked
till we
and northward
westward
reached a series of lakes, coming to a
stop a few miles south of the Windward's winter quarters at Cape Dur-vlll- e.
From here, after some delay, we
slowly worked a way northeastward
through fog and broken ice of medium
thickness through one night and the
forenoon of the next day, only emerging Into open water and clear weather
off Cape Fraser.

Strike Ice and Fog.
From this point we had a clear run
through the middle of Robeson channel
uninterrupted by either ice or fog, to
Lady Franklin bay. Here we encounwhile
tered both tee and fog, anda practiworking along in search of
cable opening were forced across to
the Greenland ooast at Thank Ood
Harbor.
The fog lifted there and enabled lis
to make out our whereabouts and we
steamed north through a series of leads
past Cape Lupton, and thence southward toward Cape Union. A few miles
oif that cape we were stopped by impracticable ice, and we drifted back
south to Cape Union, where we stopped
again.

Ship Forced Aground.
We lay for some time In a lake of
water, and then, to prevent being drift-A- d
south again, took refuge under the
north shore of Lincoln bay,weIn nearly
had our
the Identical place where
unpleasant experiences three years before. Here we remained for se ve real
days during; a period of constant and
violent northeasterly winds.
at times we
were forced aground by
Twice
our port quarthe heavy Ice; we had
and a hole stove in the
broken
ter rail
bulwarks, and twice we pushed out In
an attempt to get north, but were
forced back each time to our precarious Bhelter.

Heavy Running Ice.
Finally on September 2 we squeezed
around Cape Union and made fast in a
hallow niche In the Ice, but after some
hours we made another short run to
Black cape and hung on to a grounded
bit of Ice. At last, a little after midnight of September 6, we passed through
extremely heavy running ice into a
stream of open water, rounded Cape
Rawaon and passed Cape Sheridan.
Within a quarter of an hour of the
.ame time we arrived three5 yearB before
we reached
even a. m., September
the open water extending beyond Cape
herid an.

a

We steamed up to the end of it and It
eared practicable at first to reach

poTler bay, near Cape Joseph Henly,
which I had for my winter quarters, but
the outlook being unsatisfactory, I went
back and put the Roosevelt Into the
only opening in the floe, being barred
close to the mouth of the Sheridan river a little north of our position three

years prior.

Put

Up

for Winter.

The season was further advanced than
In 1905; there was more snow on the
ground and the new ice inside the floe
bergs was much thicker.
The work of discharging the ship was
commenced at once and rushed to completion.
The supplies and equipment we
sledged across ice and sea and deposited
on shore.
A house and workshop were

American Explorer's Own Story of His Thrilling and Successful
Dash to the Absolute Apex of the Earth.
built of board, covered with sails, and
fitted with stoves, and the ship was
snug for winter In shoal water, where It
touched bottom at low tide.
The settlement on the stormy shores of
the Arctic ocean was christened Hubbard vil la.

Hunting parties were sent out on September 10 and a bear was brought In on
the 12th and soma deer a day or two
later.

Prepare for Sledge Trip.
On September IS the tul i work of transferring supplies to Cape Columbia was
inaugurated. Marvin with Dr. Good-sa- il
and Borup and the Eskimos, took 16
sledge loads of supplies to Cape Belknap
and on the 17th the same party started
wl';h loads to Porter bay.

The work of hunting and transporting
supplies was prosecuted continuously by
the members of the party and the Eski6, when the supmos until November
plies for the spring sledge trip bad been
removed from winter quarters and deposited at various places from Cape Cola n to Cape Columbia.
The latter part of September the movement of the Ice subjected the ship to a
pressure which Usted It to port some
eight or ten degrees, and it did not recover till the following spring.
On October 1 I went on a hunt with two
Eskimos across the field and Pass bay
and the peninsula, made the circuit of
Clemants Mark ham inlet, and returned
to the ship In seven days with 16 musk
oxen, a bear and a deer.
Later In October I repeated the trip,
obtaining five musk oxen, and hunting
parties secured some 40 deer.

Supplies

Moved to Base.

In the February moon Bartlett went to

moved some more
supplies from Hecla to Cape Colan, and
Borup went to Markham inlet on a hunting trip. On February 15 Bartlett left
the Roosevelt with his division for Cape
Columbia and Parr bay.
Goodsall, Borup, MacMUlan and Hansen followed on successive days with
Marvin returned from
their provisions.
Cape Bryant on February 17 and left for
Cape Columbia on February 21. I brought
up the rear on February 22.
The total of all divisions leaving the
Roosevelt
was seven members of the
party, 69 Eskimos, 140 dogs and 23 sledges.
Cape Hecla,

Goodsall

Make Ready for Dash.
By February

27 such of the Cape Colan
depot as was needed had been brought
up to Cape Columbia,
the dogs were
rested and double rationed and harnessed,
and the sledges and other gear overhauled.
Four months of northerly winds during
the fall and winter instead of southerly ones, as during the previous season
led me to expect less open water than
before; but a great deal of rough Ice, and.
I was prepared to hew a road through
the lagged Ice for the first hundred miles
or so, then cross the big lead.

Bartlett Leads the Way.
On the last day of February Bartlett,
with his pioneer division, accomplished
this, and his division got away due
north over the Ice on March 1. The rest
of the party got away on Bartlett's
trail, and I followed an hour later.
The party now comprised seven members of the expedition, 17 Eskimos, 133
One Eskimo and
dogs and Id sledges.
seven dogs had gone to pieces.
strong easterly wind,
drifting
A
snow, and temperature In the minus
marked our departure from the camp at
Cape Columbia, which J had christened
Crane City. Rough ice In the first march

damaged several sledges and smashed
two beyond repair, the teams going back
to Columbia for other sledges In reserve
there.

Pass British Record.

Goal of Centuries Reached By Marvelously Swift

Travel, Smooth Ice and Mild Weather
Helping Sensations of Intrepid
Commander at Climax of
His Ufe Work.
going.
In the latter part there were
prónounced movements In the Ice, both
visible and audible.
Some leads were crossed, In one of
which Borup and his team took a bath,
and we were finally stopped by an Impracticable lead opening In front of us.
We camped In a temperature of 60 degrees below.
At the end of two short marches we
came upon Hansen and his party In
We decamp, mending their sledges.
voted the remainder of the day to overhauling and mending sledges and breaking up our damaged ones for material.

Make Forced Marches.
The next morning I put Marvin in the
lead to pioneer the trail, with Instructions to make two forced marches to
bring up our average which had been
cut down by the last two short ones.
Marvin carried out his Instructions implicitly. A considerable amount of young
Ice assisted in this.
,
At the end of the tenth march, latitude
86.23,
Borup turned back In command of
the second supporting party, having traveled a distance equivalent to Nansen's

distance from this far to his farthest
north.
I was sorry to lose this young Tale
runner, with his enthusiasm and pluck.
He had led his heavy sledge over the
flees In a way that commanded everyone's admiration and would have made
his father's eyes glisten.

Changes His Pian.
From this point the expedition comprised 20 men, 10 sledges, and 70 dogs. It
was necessary for Marvin to take a
sledge from here, and I put Bartlett
and his division In advance to pioneer
the trail.
The continual daylight enabled me to
make a moderation here that brought my
advance and main parties closer together
and reduced the likelihood of their being separated by open leads.
After Bartlett left eamp with Henderson and their division, Marvin and X remained with our division 20 hours longer and then followed. When we reached
Bartlett's camp he- broke out and went
on and we turned In. By this arrangement the advance party was traveling
while the main party was asleep, and
vice versa, and I was In touch with my
advance party every 24 hours.-

Moves Expeditiously.
I had no reason to complain of the
going for the next two marches, though
for a less experienced party, less adaptable sledges, or less perfect equipment It
would have been an impossibility.
At our position at the end of the second march, Marvin obtained a satisfactory sight for latitude In clear weather,
which placed us at 86.48. The result
agreed satisfactorily with the dead reckoning of Marvin, Bartlett and myself.
Up to this time, the slight altitude of
the sun had made it not worth while to
waste time In observations.
On the next two marches the going Improved, and we covered good distances.
In one of these marches a lead delayed
us a few hours. We finally ferried across
the Ice cakes.

the distance, but It was only momentary. My work was still ahead, not In
the rear.
Bartlett had done good work and had
been a great help to me. Circumstances
had thrust the brunt of the pioneering

upon him Instead of dividing It among
several, as I had planned.
He had reason to take pride In the
fact that he had bettered the Italian
record by a degree and a quarter and
had covered a distance equal to the
entire distance of the Italian expedition from Franz Josef's land to Cagni's
farthest north.
I had given Bartlett this position and
post of honor In command of my
fourth and last supporting party, and
for two reasons: first, because of his
magnificent handling of the Roosevelt;
seoond, because he had cheerfully stood
between me and many trifling annoyances on the expeditions.
Then there was a third reason. It
seemed to me appropriate in view of
the magnificent British record of arctic work, covering three centuries, that
it should be a British subject who
could boast that, next to an American,
he had been nearest the pole.

Ready for Final Effort.
With the disappearance of Bartlett 1
turned to the problem before me. This
was that for which I had worked for 32
years, for which I had lived the simple
life; for which I had conserved all my
energy on the upward trip ; for which
I had trained myself as for a race, crushing down every worry about success.
In spite of my years, I felt in trim-- fit
for the demands of the coming days
and eager to be on the trail.
As for my party, my equipment, and
my supplies, I was In shape beyond my
most sanguine dreams of earliest years.
My party might be regarded as an
ideal, which had now come to realization
as loyal and responsive to my will as
the 1 fingers of my right hand.

All Tried and True.
Four of them possess the technique of
dogs, sledges. Ice, and cold as their heritage. Two of them, Hansen and Ootara,
were my companions to the farthest point
three years before. Two others, Eglnwuk
and Slgloo, were In Clark's division,
which had such a narrow escape at that
time, and now were willing to go anywhere with my Immediate party, and
willing to risk themselves again In any

Men

supporting party.
The fifth was a young man who had
never served before In any expedition,
even more
but who was, if possible,
willing and eager than the others for
the princely gifts a boat, a rifle, a shotgun, ammunition, knives, etc., which I
had promised to each of them who
reached the pole with me; for he knew
that these riches would enable him to
wrest from fi. stubborn father the girl
whose Image filled his hot young heart.
All Followed Him Blindly.
All had blind confidence
so long as
I was with them, and gave no thought
for the morrow, sure that whatever happened I should somehow get them back
to land. But I dealt with the party
equally. I recognized that all its impetus centered in me, and that whatever
pace I set it would make good. If anyone played out, I would stop for a short
time.
I had no fault to find with the conditions. My dogs were the best, the pick
of 122 with which we left Columbia. Almost all were powerful males, hard as
nails. In good flesh, but without a superfluous ounce, and, what was better yet,
they were all In good spirits.
My sledges, now that the repairs were
completed,
My
were in good condition.
supplies were ample for 40 days, and,
with the reserve represented by the dogs
themselves, could be made to last 60.
At a little after midnight of April 1,
after a few hours of sound sleep, I hit
the trail, leaving the others to break
up camp and follow.
As I climbed the pressure ridge back
of our igloos I set another hole In my
belt, the third since I started.- Every
man and dog of us was lean and flat
bellied as a board and as hard.

We camped ten miles from Crane City.
The easterly wind and low temperature
continued. In the second march we
Makes Record Run.
passed the British record made by Mark-haThe next day Bartlett let himself out,
In May, 1876 82.20 and were stopped
evidently,
for a record, and reeled oil 20
by open water, which had been formed
miles.
Here Marvin obtained anothei
by wind after Bartlett passed.
sight on latitude, which gave
satisfactory
In this march we negotiated the lead
position as 86.38 or beyond the farthand reached Bartlett's third camp. Borup the
Naneen and Abruzzl), and
of
est
north
had gone back from here, but missed his showed
that we had covered 60 minutes
way, owing to the faulting of the trail
In
three marches.
of
latitude
Ice.
by the movement of the
these three marches we had passed
Marvin came back also for more fuel theIn Norwegian
record of 86.14, by Nan
formcontinued,
alcohoL
wind
The
and
and the Italian record of 86.34, by
ing open water all about us. At the end sen,
Cagni.
of the fourth march we came upon
From this point Marvin turned back In
Bartlett, who had been stopped by a
command of the third supporting party.
wide lake of open water. We remained
My
last words to him were: "Be care11.
4
March
to March
here from
ful of the leads, my boy."
The party from this point comprised
Gets Glimpse of Sun.
nine men, seven sledges, and 60 dogs.
At noon of March 5 the sun, red and The conditions at this camp and the apshaped like a football by excessed re- parently unbroken expanse of fairly level
flection, Just raised Itself above the horiice In every direction reminded me of(
zon for a few minutes and then disapCagni's description of his farthest north.
peared again. It was the first time I had
Danger Is Encountered.
seen it since October L
I now began to feel a good deal of
But I was not deceived by the apparFine Morning for Start.
anxiety because there were no signs ently favorable outlook, for available
It was a fine morning. The wind of
of Marvin and Borup, who should have conditions
never continue for any distwo days had subsided, and the
the
days.
two
last
Besides,
they tance or any length of time In the arcbeen there for
going was the best and most equable
had the alcohol and oil, which were in- tic regions.
1 had had yet.
any
The floes were
of
dispensable for tía.
gogood
The next march was over
We concluded that they had either lost ing, but for the first time since leaving large and old, and clear, and were surrounded by pressure ridges, some of
tha trail or were Imprisoned on an is- land we .experienced that condition, frewhich were almost stupendous.
land by open water, probably the latter. quent over these Ice fields, of a hazy atThe biggest of them, however, were
Fortunately, on March 11 the lead was mosphere, in which the light is equal
negotiated, either through some
easily
leaving
and,
a
Marnote for
practicable
everywhere. All relief Is destroyed, and
crevice or up some huge brink. I set
vin and Borup to push on after us by It is Impossible to see for any distance.
ten hours.
forced marches, we proceeded, northward.
We were obliged In this march to make a good pace for about
miles took me well beThe sounding of the lead gave 110 a detour around an open lead. In the Twenty-fiv- e eighty-eighth
parallel.
next march we encountered the heaviest yond the
fathoms.
While I was building my igloos a
During this march we crossed
the and deepest snow of the journey, through
eighty-fourt- h
parallel and traversed a a thick, smothering mantle lying In the long lead forward by the east and
of us at a distance of a few
leads,
aouthwest
succession of Just 'frozen
from a depressions of heavy rubble Ice.
miles.
few hundred yards to a mile In width.
Temporarily
Discouraged.
was
really
simple.
march
This
Few Handicaps Are Faced.
I came upon Bartlett and his party,
On the fourteenth we got free of the
A few hours' sleep and we were on
leads and came on decent going. While fagged out and temporarily discouraged
camp
a courier from by the heartracking work of making the trail again. As the going was now
we were making
practicality horizontal, we were unMarvin came and informed me he was road.
In
rear.
The temperTriaren
the
on the
I knew what was the matter with hampered and could travel as long as
them. They were simply spoiled by the we pleased and sleep as little as we
ature was 69 below zero.
The following morning, March 15, I sent good going on the previous marches, I wished.
The weather was fine and the going
Hansen with his division north to pio- rallied them a bit, lightened their sledges
neer a trail for five marches, and Dr. and sent them on encouraged again.
like that of the previous day, except
Goodsell, according to the program, startDuring the next march we traveled at the beginning, when pickaxes were
through a thick haze drifting over the required. This and a brief stop at aned back to Cape Columbia.
Ice before a biting air from the northother lead cut down our distance. But
MacMillan Turns Back.
east. At the end of the march we came we had made 20 miles In ten hours and
upon the captain camped beside a wide
were half way to the eighty-nint- h
At night Marvin and Borup came spin
open lead with a dense black water sky parallel.
ning in with their men and dogs steamnorthwest,
and
north
northeast.
Going Improves on Way.
ing in the bitter air like a squadron of
next march was also a long one.
battleships. Their arrival relieved me It The
Again there was a few hours' sleep
was Bartlett's last hit. He let himof all anxiety as to our oil supply.
self out over a series of large old floes, and we hit the trail before midnight.
In the morning I discovered that Mac- - steadily
Increasing In diameter and The weather and going were even betMillan's foot was badly frost bitten. The covered with
ter. The surface, except as Interrupted
hard snow.
mishap had occurred two or three days
by infrequent ridges, was as level as
before, but MacMillan had said nothing
Wind Helps Out.
the glacial fringe from Hecla to Columabout It In the hope that it would come
bia, and harder.
During
the
I
few
miles
last
walked
out all right.
over ten
We marched something
or
In
soladvance. He was
A glance at the injury showed me that beside him
hours, the dogs being often on the trot
go
to
emn
anxious
further,
and
but
the
to
back
only
thing
him
was to send
the
20
Near
miles.
the
end of
made
and
go
program
was
to
for
him
back
from
Cape Columbia at once. The arrival of
the march we rushed across a lead 100
in command or the fourth sup
Marvin and Borup enabled me to spare here
our
which
under
wide,
buckled
yards
party,
sup-pilno
porting
were
and
there
sufficient men and dogs to go back with
for an increase in the main party. sledges and finally broke aa the last
him.
It.
sledge
left
On leaving the camp the expedition
Bartllett Did Good Work.
We stopped In sight of the eighty-nint- h
comprised 16 men, 12 sledges and 100 dogs.
parallel in a temperature of 40
When he left I felt for a moment
The next march was satisfactory as reAgain a scant sleep
below.
regret
degrees
disappeared
pangs
as
he
of
in
gards distance and the character of the

and we were on our way once more
parallel.
and across the eighty-nint- h
This march duplicated the previous
one as to weather and going. The last
few hours it was on young ice and occasionally the dogs were galloping.
We made twenty-fiv- e
miles or more,
the air, the sky, and the bitter wind
burning the face till it cracked. It was
like the great Interior Ice gap of
Greenland. Even the natives complained of the bitter air. It was as
keen as frozen steel.
A little longer sleep than the previous one had to be taken here, as we
were all In need of It. Then on again.
Up to this time, with each successive
march, our fear of an impassable
lead
had increased. At every Inequality of
the Ice I found myself hurrying breathlessly forward, fearing that It marked a
lead, and when I arrived at the summit
would catch my breath with relief only
to find myself hurrying on In the same
way at the next one.
But on this march, by some strange
shift of feeling, this fear fell from me
completely.
The weather was thick, but
It gave me no uneasiness.
Before 1 turned in I took an observation which Indicated our position as 89

degreps 25 minutes.
A rise in temperature to 16 degrees below reduced the friction of the sledges
and gave the dogs the appearance of
having caught the spirits of the party.
The more sprightly ones, as they went
along with tightly curled tails, frequently tossed their heads, with short, sharp
barks and yelps.
In 12 hours we had made 40 miles.
There was no sign of a lead in the
march.

Pole Reached at Last.
I had now made hi y five marches, and
was in time for a hasty noon observation
through a temporary break in the clouds,
which indicated our position as 89.67. I
quote an entry from my journal some
hours later:
The pole at last. The prize of three
my dream and goal for 20
centuries,
years, mine at last. I cannot bring myself to realize It.
It all seems so simple and commonplace.
As Bartlett said when turning
back, when speaking of his being
in
these exclusive regions, which no mortal
has ever penetrated before: "It is Just
like every day."
Of course I had my sensations that
made sleep Impossible for hours, despite
my utter fatigue the sensations of a lifetime; but I have no room for them here.
The first 30 hours at the pole were
spent In taking observations; In going
some ten miles beyond
our camp and
some eight miles to the right of it; in
taking photographs, planting my flags,
depositing my records, studying the horizon with my telescope for possible land,
and searching for a practicable place to
make a sounding.
Ten hours after our arrival the clouds
cleared before a light breeze from our
left and from that time until our departure In the afternoon of April 7 the
weather was cloudless and flawless.
The minimum temperature during the
30 hours was 33 below, the maximum 12.
We had reached the goal, but the return was still before us. It was essential
that we reach the land before the next
spring tide, and we must strain every
nerve to do this.
I had a brief talk with my men. From
now on It was to be a big travel, little
sleep and a hustle every minute.
We would try, I told them, to double
march on the return that Is, to start
and cover one of our
northward
marches, make tea and eat our luncheon
In the igloos, then cover another march,
eat and sleep a few hours, and repeat
this daily.

Double Speed on Return.
As a matter of fact, we nearly did
this, covering regularly on our return
Journey five outward marches tn three

return marches.

Just as long as we could hold tha
trail we could double our speed, and
we need waste no time In building
new igloos every day. so that the time
we gained on the return lessened the
chances of a gale destroying the track.
paralJust above the
eighty-sevent- h

lel was a region some fifty miles wide
which caused me considerable uneasi-

ness. Twelve hours of strong easterly,
westerly, or northerly wind would
make this region an open sea.
In the afternoon of the 7th we started on our return, having double fed
the dogs, repaired the sledges for the
last time, and discarded all our spare
clothing to lighten the loads.

Sea 1,500 Fathoms Deep.
Five miles from the pole a narrow
crack filled with recent Ice, through
which we were able to work a hole
with a pickax, enabled me to make a
sounding. All my wire, 1,500 fathoms,
was sent down, but there was no bottom.

In pulling up the wire parted a few
fathoms from the surface and lead and
wire went to the bottom. Off went reel
and handle, lightening the sledges still
further. We had no more use for them
now.

Three marches brought us back to
the igloos where the captain turned
back. The last march was In the wild
sweep of a northerly gale, with drifting snow and the Ice rocking under as
we dashed over it,
Little Trouble in Leads.
South of where Marvin had turned
back we came to where his party had
built several.' Igloos while delayed by
open leads. Still further south we
found where the captain had been held
up by an open lead and obliged to
camp.
Fortunately the movement of these
leads was simply open and shut, and It
took considerable water motion to fault
the trail seriously.
While the captain, Marvin, and aa I
found later, Borup, had been delayed
by open leads, we seemed to bear a
charm and with no single lead were we
delayed more than a couple of hours.
Sometimes the Ice was fast and firm
enough to carry us across; sometimes
a short detour, sometimes a brief halt
for the lead to'close, sometimes an Improvised ferry on an Ice cake, kept the
trail without difficulty down to the
tenth outward march.
First Handicap on Return.
Igloos there disappeared completely
and the entire region was unrecognisable. Where on the outward Journey
had been narrow cracks, there were
now broad leads one of them over five
miles In width, caught over with young

the fifth, and at the big lead lost It
finally.
Eskimos Wild with Joy.
From here we followed the captain's
trail, and on April 23 our sledges
passed up the vertical edge of the
glacier fringe, a little west of Cape
Columbia.
When the last sledge came up I
thought my Eskimos had gone crazy.
They yelled and called and danced
themselves helpless. As Ootah sat down
on his sledge he remarked. In Eskimo:
"The devil Is asleep or having trouble
with his wife, or we never should have
come back so easily."
A few hours later we arrived
at
Crane City, under the bluffs of Cape
Columbia, and, after putting four
pounds of pern ml can Into each of the
faithful dogs to keep them quiet, we
had, at last, our chance to sleep.

Sleep Finally in Safety.
Never shall I forget that sleep at Cape
Columbia.
It was sleep, sleep, then turn
over and sleep again. We slept gloriously, with never a thought of the morrow
or having to walk and, too, with no
thought that there was to be never a
night mora of blinding headache.
Cold water to a parched throat is nothing compared with sleep to a numbed,
fatigued brain and body.
Two days we tpent here In sleeping and
drying our clotl es. Then for the ship.
Our dogs, like ourselves, had not been
hungry when we arrived, but simply lifeless with fatigue. They were different
animals now, and the better ones among
them swept on with tightly curled tails
and uplifted heads and their hind legs
treading the snow with pistonlike regu-

larity.

Shocked by Marvin's Death.
We reached Hecla In one march and
the Hoosevelt
In another.
When we
got to the Roosevelt I was staggered by
the news of the fatal mishap to Marvin.
He had either been less cautious or less
fortunate than the rest of us, and his
death emphasized the risk to which we
all had been subjected, for there was not
one of us but had been in the sledge at
some time during the Journey.
The big lead, cheated of Its prey three
years before, had at last gained Its human victim.
The rest can be told quickly. McMillan
and Borup had started for the Greenland coast to deposit caches for me. Before I arrived a flying Eskimo courier
from me overtook them with Instructions
that the caches were no longer needed,
and they were to concentrate their energies on the ideal observations,
etc., at
Cape Morris K. Jesup and north from

there.

Return on Roosevelt Begins.
These Instructions were carried out and
after their return In the latter part of
May McMillan made some further tidal
observations at other points. The supplies remaining at the various caches
were brought in and on July 18 the
Roosevelt
left Its winter quarters and
was driven out Into the channel back of
Cape Nlon,

It fought Its way south in the center
of the channel and passed Capa Sabine
on August 8, or 29 days earlier than In
and

1908,

32

days earlier than the British

expedition tn 1876.
We picked up Whitney and his party
and stores at Etah. Ws killed seventy-od- d
walrus for my Eskimos, whom X
We met the
landed at their homes.
Jeanie off Saunders Island and took over
Its coal and cleared from Cape York on
August 26, one month earlier than In
1906.

Praise for His Aids.
I have again been
particularly fortunate. Capt Bartlett la
just Bartlett tireless, sleepless, enthusiastic, whether on the bridge or In the
crow's nest or at the head of a sledge
division In the field.
Dr. Goodsell, the surgeon of the expedition, not only looked after its health
and his own specialty of microscopes but
took his full share of the field work of
the expedition as well, and was always
ready for any work.
Profs. Marvin and McMillan have secured a mass of scientific data, having
made all the tidal and most of the field
work, and their services were Invaluable
In every way.
Borup Valuable in Many Ways.
Borup' not only made the record as to
the distance traveled during the journey, but to his asistance and his expert
knowledge of photography is due what
I believe to be the unequal ed series of
photographs taken br the expedition.
Chief Engineer Wardwell. also of
the last expedition, aided by his assistant. Scott, kept the machinery up
to a high state of efficiency and haa
given the Roosevelt the force and power which enabled it to negotiate apparently impracticable ice.
Mr. Gushue, the mate, who was in
charge of the Roosevelt during the absence of Capt. Bartlett and myself, and
Boatswain Murphy, who was put tn
charge of the station at Etah for tha
relief of Cook, were both trustworthy
and reliable men, and I count myself
fortunate In having had them In my
service.
As to the personnel,

Members of Crew Lauded.
The members of the crew and tha
firemen were a distinct Improvement
over those of our last expedition. Every
one of them was willing and anxious
to be of service in every passible way.
Connors, who was promoted to be
bos'n in the absence of Murphy, proved
to be practically effective.
Barnes, seaman, and Wiseman and
Joyce, firemen, not only assisted Marvin and McMillan in their tidal and
on the
meteorological
observations
Roosevelt, but Wiseman and Barnes
went into the field with them on their
trips to Cape Columbia, and Condon
and Cody covered 1,000 miles hunting
and sledging supplies.

Supplies Left for Eskimos.
As for my faithful

Eskimos, I have
left them with ample supplies of dark,
rich walrus meat and blubber for their
winter, with currants, sugar, biscuits,
guns, rifles, ammunition, knives, hatch'-et- s,
traps, etc
For tha splendid four who stood beside me at the pole a boat., and tent
each to requite them for their energy
and the hardship and toll they underwent to help their friend Peary to tha
north pole.
But all of this the dearly bought
years of experience, the magnificent
strength of the Roosevelt, the splendid energy and enthusiasm of my party,
of my Eskimos
the loyal faithfulness
could have gone for naught but for
the faithful necessaries of war furnished so loyally by the members and
friends of the Peary Arctlo club.

Thanks to Dead Fnend.

And It Is no detraction from the living to say that to no single Individual
haa the fine result been more signally
due than to my friend, the late Morris
K. Jesup, the first president of the elub.
v
ice.
Their assistance has enabled me to
Here again fortune favored us, and tell the last of the great earth stories,
no pronounced movement of the lc
the story the world has been waiting
having taken place since the captain to hear for 300 years the story of
passed, we had his trail to follow. We the discovery of the north pole.
picked up the old trail again north of
ROBERT E. PEARY.
the seventh igloos, followed It be y on'
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Construction and Material Co.,,
n incorporated company under
the laws of Arizona, is exeavat- ingfor their office building on
Hie company
Fumner Avenue.
will be ready for business about
O. W.
the first of January.
gelioch, of Phoenix, Ariz., is
business manager.
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As Ions as those who have
n ,0ney continue to spend it, we
C!mt help having prosperity.
Some people think forest re-- i
serves mean something in a jar
that you eat.
When a doe owner has to pay
to every person his do
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NEW MEXICO.

Everything To Eat and Wear
Also HAY and GRAIN

"AT THE RIGHT PRICE"

dama,

Rev. Samuel E. Turner arrived

Wednesday with bis wife and
four children from Panhandle,,
Texas They brought with them
a car load of furniture and build- jug material and immediately
went to work to establish their
home in the valley. Rev. Turner
bought ten acres from W. C. Mc
Canne a month or so ago and it
is his intention to make this his
permanent home. He was form- erly pastor of the M. E. Church
fit Panhandle and js welcomed
here as a valuuble edition to our
community and to the valley.

(By

the number ot worthier

eurs will decrease.
Fashion question: How should
6
6
a lady dress lor an ascent in an
aeroplane?
ANNUAL
THE TWENTY-NINT- H
Massachusetts has erected a
monument to a stenographer.
He was probably the one that
could speell.
"The Fowler charges disturt
the serenety of Uncle Joe" says Albuquerque, N. M., October 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
a headline. No! Not at all-- in
The Great Strobel Airship
The Great Game of
faet the distinguished gentleman
no
is
Ills.,
using
Danville,
in Daily Flights.
from
Push Ball on Horseback.
fouler language than usual.
High C'ass Harness and
The Great Southwestern
A firm of western count ifcitrs
Marathon Race:
Running Running Races.
Burglary at Tolar.
had offices on Wall street. We
The Lawrence Hardware store looked for higher ideals than that
The Great Nat Reiss
U. S. Cavalry Maneuvers.
t Tolar was broken into Wed even in countii'eiters.
Company.
Carnival
A!! kinds of Exhibits.
nesday night and a quantity of
It is asserted by economic stuman
d
consisting
of
horse
no
goods stolen,
dents that
collars, knives razors and planes. need be cut of work.
Jchn B. McP"annus, Sec'y
W. G. Tight. President
disThe only clue to the robbery is
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for the Review.

South,
Leaves Wiilard 6:13 P.M. going south.
Arrives at Torrance 8:01 P. M.
Going North.
Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
RICARDO HOTEL ::
Williard at 12:40 P. M.
Mrs. HIN'SON & Miss EEVEN, Prop's.
Arrives at Santa Fe 5:25 P. M.
Makes close connections w'th theBelen
IN TOWN
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with the SouthCut-oBt Williard;
M.
N.
RICARDO,
western at Torrance and with the
A. T. & S. F. at Kennedy.
H. W.Coomer, Acting Manager.

Blankensliip and Co. have a ful!,
new line of Trunks and Suit Caaes.

Fort Sumner
Broom Factory

PROFESSIONAL- -

DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
Solicit the General Trade and
Office at the store of the Sunnyside
Satisfaction Guaranteed
- - NewMex. Drug Company.
FortT Sumner.
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C. C. ,DAVIDSON.

F. C. HASTINGS.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Carpenter and Builder.

Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to land cases
before tha U. S. Land Office.

ioulh Side Of 7U Fhza,
N. M.
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WHARTON
'
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
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New Hardware of all
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M. R. DAKER.

Contractor and Builder.
Work A Specialty".
Call on me for bids on all
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